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A good underst¿nding of transport properties of the refrigerant is important in the design
of direct expansion heat exchangers. However, the characteristics of a boiling
refrigerant flowing through a tube are too complicated to analyse from first principles,
so experimental correlations are necessary. This sfudy aims to develop a computational
scheme (AuCFD) for calculating refrigerant properties, two-phase heat transfer
coeffrcients and pressure drop of Rl2 andRl34a in a horizontal tube. The scheme can
help to understand the characteristics of refrigerant flow under different conditions and
estimate the performance of direct expansion heat exchangers.
The computational scheme (AuCFD), based on the correlations of other researchers, was
developed to predict refrigerant properties, two-phase heat transfer coefficients and
pressure drops throughout an evaporator. Using a finite difference method, the
horizontal pipe is sub-divided into several sections to calculate the refrigerant transport
properties at any section. If the pipe is I metres long and is divided into n equal
sections, the spacing between the sections with the same distance is defined as Un, and
is called the grid spacing A/. The heat energy entering any given section in the
refrigerant plus the refrigerant's internal energy must be equal to the energy leaving the
section in the refrigerant. If a refrigerant property is ascertained at section inlet, the
property can be found out at section outlet. The section outlet's property will be the
next inlet section's property.
VII
After a series. of comparisons of the experimental published data and computational data
based on væious correlations, it was found that Jung and Radermacher's (1989a)
correlation for two-phase heat transfer coefficient and Souza and Piment¿'s (1995)
correlation for two-phase pressure drops of pure refrigerants were with the mean
deviations of 5-10% añ 15-20% respectively. In computational scheme presented here
first order accurate implementations were deemed to suffrciently minimise numerical
errors, round-off and discretization enors.
The major conclusions drawn are:
a For pure refrigerants, the computational results showed that Jung and Radermacher's
(l9S9a) correlation yield a good prediction of heat tansfer coeffrcients, generally.
V/ithin a range of heat flux from 5 kW/# to 30 kWm2 , the results indicated that
Souza and Pimenta's (1995) correlation gave a reasonable prediction of t'wo-phase
pressure drops in pure refrigerants. However, if the constant heat flux is greater than
30 kwm2, the prediction will have a higher mean deviation.
An independent grid spacing (Â1) is determined to reduce the errors and increase the
accuracy of the equations under all flow conditions of refügerants.
The computational scheme (AuCFD) is used for more practical application as a
design tool for Dx-coil heat exchangers - this can provide design engineers with
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intemal surface area of tube
external surface area of fube
boiling number, Bo: q/(G i¡)
dimensionless constant, Chapter 3 .2.3
convective number, çs = ((I -x)/Ðo'' (p,/p ùo5
specific heat capacþ of fluid
empirical constalts, (Chapter 2.3)
internal diameter of tube :1D
e)ftetnal diameter of tube
direct heat exchanger
heat transfer enhancement factor (Chapter 2'3)
fluid specifrc term (Chapter 2.3)
Froude number, k: dtlplgO¡
friction factor, defined by Eqt. (2.10)
fourth order accuracy
mass flux, mass flow rate I area
acceleration of gravity
heat transfer coeffrcient
superheated heat transfer coeffrcient : å"¿
heat transfer coeffrcient of air: ho
total heat transfer coefficient of air
average heat transfer coefftcient of air
average heat transfer coeffrcient
















































heat transfer coefficient due to convective evaporative contribution
heat üansfer coefficient due to nucleate evaporative contribution
a pool boiling heat transfer coefficient, Chapter 2.3
two-phase heat tansfer coefficient : h-tp, Chapter 2.3
heat of evaporation, Eqtntion2.l2
number of grid point
latent heat of vaporisation
thermal conductivity
turbulent kinetic energy
thermal conductivity of copper





mass flow tate: mdot
heat transfer factor due to nucleate boiling, Chapter 2.3
Nusselt nttrcrber, hx/k






reduced pressure,pr : Pc/P
















































two-phase pressure drops, Chapter 2.4
two-phase acceleration pressure drops, Chapter 2-4: dp-a




suppression factor, Chapter 2.3
distance between adjacent fins
air temperature
critical temperature
reduced temperatur e, Tr : Tc/T s
mean temperature
saturated temperature of refrigerant
fin thickness
velocþ of fluid
Martinelli's parameter, Eqt. (2.20)
vapour quality
average vapour qualrty
quality change between inlet and outlet





property index, Eqt. (2.29)
Martinelli pressure drop multipliers, Chapter 2'4


























total flow assumed as liquid
vapour phase
grid point in x direction
grid point in y direction
liquid phase
liquid only



































Boiling heat transfer of refrigerants in horizontal tubes (in evaporators and many other
major items of chemical and power plants) has been studied by many resea¡chers and
scientists for several decades. Much work has also been caried out by researchers in the
development of correlations for heat tansfer coefücients and pressure drops for
refrigerants, but results of their correlations are inconsistent, based on different mass
flux, heat flux, inlet vapour quality, geometry and working fluids. For instance, Jung
and Raderrracher's (1989a) correlation for heat transfer coeffrcient predicted their own
experimental daø well within 7Vo deviation in a particular length of horizontal tube.
However, when Jung and Radermaker's correlation for heat transfer coeffrcients was
used to predict other researchers' experimental data, the results were found to have 10 -
15 % deviation. It seems that some researchers developed their correlations for their
own experimental pu{poses rather than for general application.
In the air conditioning and refrigeration industry, evaporators which are supplied with
cold liquid/vapour refrigerant mixtures from the metering device and carry this
refrigerant through tubing in which it is evaporated (thus effecting heat transfer) are
called direct expansion evaporators. Design of direct expansion (Dx) evaporators draws
on a knowledge of the fluid dynamics and heat transfer processes occurring during
convective boiling. Convective boiling of refrigerants is the addition of heat to a
flowing liquid and vapour refrigerant in tubes (evaporators) such that evaporation of
vapour refrigerants occurs. Therefore, a good understanding of heat transfer processes
and transport properties of the refügerant is very important in the design of direct






expail¡ion evaporator where the hot air wilt be cooled down as it passes over the outside
surface ofthé hrbing.
Figwc I.l - Dírect expansion evaporator in cross-fbw
In Figtre l.l, as the refrigerant moves through the tubing, it absorbs heat from the tube
walls, which themselves are heated by air or water which is cooling in cross-flow. The
absorption of heat cauÍ¡es more liquid refrigerant to vaporise, but the temperahre of the
refrigerant does not rise. As long as there- remains some unboiled refrigerant, the
temperature at which the boiling takes place remains at the saturation temperature: this
might be constant, if there is no pressure gradient in the pipe, or might drop as the
saturation pressure drops because of friction and acceleration of the refrigerant. If the
evaporator coil has been sized correctly, there will be liquid refrigerant present through
90 percent of the coil. Then in the last l0 percent of the coil, with only cool vapour
refrigerant inside the tubing, the continued addition of heat will cause the temperatu¡e of
the refrigerant to rise. The refrigerant will be superheated as it flows out of the direct

















The size of. evaporators is typically determined using previous systems' data, and
oversizing oi r¡ndersizing evaporators may significantly affect the performance of air
conditioning systems. Oversized evaporators save energy whereas undersized ones
cannot provide sufficient cooling capacity to the area being cooled. The mathematical
modeVdesign tool proposed here can solve this problem and estimate the size of
evaporators depending on the requirement of cooling capacþ of the areas, leading to
improved design processes, more optimal evaporator performance and increased cost
effectiveness.
Due to the phase out of the Ozone Depleting Potential (ODP) Rl2, a new low ozone-
depletion potential (low-ODP) refrigerant, R134a is being used to replace the common
refrigerant Rl2. Rl34a operates at pressures similar to Rl2 and is compatible with
materials in Rl2 systems. From the experimental results of researchers such as Jung and
Radermacher (1989a), Eckels and Pate (1990) and Souza et al (1993), it can be seen that
R134a performs much better than Rl2 under similar operation conditions.
In the current study, Rl34a and Rl2 were selected as the working fluids for a computer
progrrim which was developed to estimate the two-phase heat transfer and pressure drop
of the refrigerant inside a horizontal pipe with constant and variable heat flux. The
technique used in the computational scheme was a finite difference method which
checks the refrigerant properties, the two-phase heat transfer coefficients and pressure
drops of the refrigerant at any particular position within a horizontal pipe. Using this
computational scheme (AuCFD), the transport properties of the refrigerant were found
under different flow conditions. The parameters used in the tests were comparable with






The major aim of this resea¡ch program was the development of a computational scheme
(AuCFD) for calculating refrigerant properties and heat transfer in horizontal tubes.
This work is an essential step in improving the design of direct expansion (Dx) heat
exchangers in air conditioning applications. One product of this work is a computational
scheme (AuCFD) which can be used to determine transport properties, heat fransfer
coeffrcients and pressure drops of refrigerants at various locations in a heat exchanger.
It will enable design engineers to estimate the size and the capacity of evaporators in air
conditioning and refrigeration applications.
A second major aim of this work was the investigation of the accuracy of other
resea¡cher's empirical correlations for heat transfer and pressure drop in general
application to heat exchanger design.
The characteristics of two-phase boiling refrigerant flowing through a tube are too
complicated to analyse from first principles. Due to these difficulties, a computational
study using a finite difference method is introduced to predict refrigerant properties at
any location within a given pipe, based on empirical, rather than analytical models.
This thesis describes a comprehensive series of computational tests of different
correlations for heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops with Rl34a and Rl2 in
different sizes of horizontal tubes. It also describes the details of the numerical fluid-
property equations of Rl2 and R134a, the algorithms used in the model of direct
expansion evaporators, validation of this model in terms of the order of modelling
accuracy and computational etïor, and recommendations for future work. The order of
accuracy represents the degree of truncation effor in the finite series expansion of
spatially varying flow parameters. More terms in the finite series leads to higher-order
¡
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accuracies reducing truncation enors (second and third order accu¡ate implementations
are common in commercial computational fluid dynamics suites).
The following outlines the contents of each chapter in the thesis:
Chapter I is an introduction of the background and objectives of the project.
Chapter 2 is a literature survey of past work on correlations for two-phase heat
transfer coeffrcients and pressure drop in refrigerants. Transport properties of
refrigerants, Rl2 and Rl34a a¡e also presented. A summary of different
correlations for two-phase heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops is
included.
Chapter 3 contains a detailed description of the numerical fluid-propefy
equations, finite differences, algorithms and comparison of conventional CFD
and this project's numerical modelling approaches (AuCFD). Using the
techniques in this chapter, a main computer progrnm and three sub-programs for
air, R12 and Rl34a transport properties are structured for veriffing the
correlations for two-phase heat transfer coefhcients and pressure drops.
Different correlations for two-phase heat transfer coeffrcients and pressure drops
in refrigerants are selected and est¿blished in the computational scheme
(AuCFD) for further testing.
Chapter 4 describes verification and numerical accuracy considerations of the
finite difference methods used. A correlation for two-phase pressure drops is
used to check the order of accuracy applied to the scheme. It also shows how to
select an appropriate grid spacing for the horizontal tube throughout the
computational scheme (AuCFD).
Chapter 5 contains a comparison of the computational results and the
experimental data from different researchers. The results of computational data
are analysed and discussed. The graphs presented show the effect of varying
parameters in the tests.
Chapter 6 is a final model for a Dx tube. The most reliable correlations for two-
pttu* heat hansfer coefücients and presswe drops are used in the final model. It
also shows how to utilise this model for the prediction of refrigerant tansport
properties, heat transfer coeffrcients and pressure drops.
Chapter 7 contains the conclusions drawn from the current research; some
specific suggestions are made for future work-
References to the literatu¡e.are included.





The aim of this chapter is to examine available correlations for two-phase heat transfer
coeffrcients and pressure drops for refrigerants in horizontal tubes for use in a
computational model. Before the final model for a Dx evaporator can be established,
the following steps are used to describe the flow qualitatively and review the historical
development of correlations for two-phase heat tansfer coeffrcients and pressure drops.
Firstly, a flow pattem model will describe the dif[erent types of fluid flow, to illustrate
the vapour quality of fluids in a horizontal tube. Secondly, a typical equation for single
phase heat transfer coefficient and a development of correlations for two-phase heat
transfer coefFrcients of fluids is presented. A review of two-phase flow for pressure
drops, via homogenous and separate models, is necessary because pressure drops affect
the heat transfer capability of fluids. This chapter also introduces the development of
some numerical equations for testing the fluids to be modelled, namely Rl2 and Rl34a.
Finally, a sunmary leading to objectives of this study are presented.
2.2 Flow patterns
The flow patterns observed in two-phase flow in a horizontal tube which are given by
Alves (1954) and are divided into several flow regions, see Figure 2.1. This Figwe
shows a horizontal tubular channel heated by a uniform low heat flux and fed with
liquid at saturated temperature. As the enthalpy rises, the fluid will change from liquid
to vapour state. The volumetric flow will increase due to decreased density with
constant mass flow rate. As the cross-sectional area of tube is constant, the vapour
velocity will increase along the tube.
7
In Figtre 2.1, the sequence of flow patterns shown corresponds to a relatively low inlet
velocþ. It is noted that, from a heat transfer point of view, there is the possibility of
intermittent drying and re-wetting of the upper surface of the tube in wavy flow and the
progressive drying out over long tube lengths of the upper circumference of the tube
wall in annular flow. At higher inlet liquid velocities the influence of gravity is less
obvious, the phase distribution becomes more symmetrical; in other words, the tube wall
is surrounded by a liquid film in annular flow.













Figure 2.1 - Flow patterns in a horizontal tube evaporator
Regions are classified by Alves (1954) as:
. Bubbly and plug flow - in bubbly flow, the vapour phase is distributed as discrete
bubbles in a continuous liquid phase. At one extreme the bubbles may be small and
spherical and at the other extreme the bubbles may be large with a spherical cap and
a flat tail; the vapour bubbles tend to travel in the upper half of the pipe. At
moderate velocities of both vapour and liquid phases the entire pipe cross-section
8
contains bubbles, while at still higher velocities a flow pattern is equivalent to the
whispy-airnular pattern.
. V/avy flow - as the vapour velocity is increased the interface becomes disturbed by
waves travelling in the direction of the flow. A further increase in vapour velocity
causes the waves to be picked up to form a slug which is propagated along the
channel at a high velocity. The upper surface of the tube behind the wave is wetted
by a residual film which drains into the bulk of the liquid.
o Annular flow - a still higher vapow velocity will result in the formation of a gas core
with a liquid film around the periphery of the tube. The frlm may or may not be
continuous around the entire circumference but it will be thicker at the base of the
pipe.
Additionally,
. when vapour quality is greater than 1, the fluid is superheated vapour in mist flow.
Beyond this point, the wall may become dry and the wall temperature usually rises
significantly for a particular heat flux.
2.3 Correlations for lwo-phase heat transfer coefficient
Over the past 30 years, many researchers have used different types of the theoretical or
experimental approaches to establish their correlations. In practical boiling tubes, when
very high mass velocities àre absent, the two-phase heat transfer coefficient is most
likely to be associated with the annular flow pattern. Heat is transferred by conduction
and convection through the liquid film and vapour is generated continuously in the
interface.
One of the earliest equations used for fulty developed turbulent flow heat transfer in a
smooth tube is the Dittus-Boelter (1930) equation. Dittt¡s-Boelter's single-phase heat
transfer equation is as follows:
9
, 
ht = o.ozt\xel' prl'
where:
kr : Thermal conductivity (r¡//m)
Rel : ReYnolds number : UDP
p
Prl : Prandtl number : +k
Cp : specific heat capacity of fluid (kJ/kg K)
D : diameter oftube (m)
u : velocity of fluid (ds)
ht : single phase heat transfer coefftcient (W/m'z K)
I,r = viscosity of fluid (kg/m s)




This equation was based on experimental data covering the Prandtl number range 0.7 to
120, Reynolds numbers from 10,000 to 120,000 and L/D >60. In a tube, the Reynolds
number is used as a criterion for judging the laminar to turbulent flow transition. If Re
is greater than 2,300, the flow is usually observed to be turbulent. The Dittus-Boelter
equation is still a very good approximation to the available experimental data for this
range of variables. Although it is a single phase flow equation, it is widely used in
correlation for two-phase heat transfer coefficients.
Lockhart and Ma¡tinelli (1947) presented a correlation of data for isothermal two-phase,
two component flow in pipes and defined four types of flow mechanisms, namely:
turbulent-turbulent, viscous-turbulent, turbulent-viscous and viscous-viscous. The four
flow types were corïelated by means of a parameter X which was equal to the square
l0
root of the pressure drop of the liquid to the pressure drop of the vapour, assuming each
phase flows separately. Although this correlation is for pressure drops and not for heat
transfer, tocikhart and Martinelli's parameter X appears in many of the following heat
transfer correlations (and so is mentioned here); these equations are discussed in detail
in section 2.4.3.
Chen (1966) developed a correlation for two-phase heat transfer coeffrcient on the basis
of six different data sources. The proposed correlation includes both the 'satwated
nucleate boiling region' and the 'two-phase forced convection region' in Figue 2.1. h
w¿rs assumed that both mechanisms occur to some degree over the entire range of the
correlation and that the contributions made by the two mechanisms are additive. Chen's
correlation is as follows:
h,o = hnr"N + h,F Q.2)
saturated two-phasc
nucleate boiling forced convective
where:
hØ : two-phase heat transfer coefficient
hnb" : heat transfer coeffrcient due to saturated nucleate boiling region
N : nucleate boiling suppression factor
hr : Dittus-Boelter's equation for single phase heat transfer coeff,tcient
F : two-phase enhancement factor.
In the1970s, the correlation developed by Chen was the best available for saturated
forced convective boiling regions and was reconìmended for use with all single
component non-metallic fluids. For a given heat flux, the proper treatment of the heat
flux dependence of N accounts for the decrease in the nucleate boiling contribution with
increasing quality. In other words, as the vapour quality increases, the nucleate boiling
contribution is suppressed. In the convective region, as the vapour quality increases, the
two-phase enhancement factor, F' is proportionally increased with quality. The
1l
remain wetted and provided stratification is not severe. Since the correlation predicted
coeffrcients iower than measu¡ed wittt the boiling refrigerants, Gouse and Dickson
(1965) suggested that the correlation be re-optimised for horizontal conduits.
Di6us-Boelter (1930), Lockhart and Martinelti (1947) and Chen (1966) contributed the
early important correlations for two-phase flow heat transfer coeffrcient inside boiling
tube flow. Although Chen's correlation was only applied to some particular fluids, it
was commonly accepted in heat transfer fields. Shah (19S2) presented a generalised
correlation for two-phase heat transfer coefficients using 780 data points from
experimental studies of eight fluids. Recently, Kandlikar (1990) presented an another
generalised correlation for two-phase heat transfer coeffrcient based on5,246 data points
from twenty-four experimental investigations using ten fluids. Jung and Radermacher
(1939) also developed their correlation by using Dittus-Boelter's single phase
correlation for heat transfer coeffrcient and modified Chen's correlation for two-phase
heat transfer coeffi cient.
The correlations which were examined in detail, for possible inclusion into the
computational model are reviewed below.
2.3.1 Shah
Shah (1982) developed a generalised correlation for two-phase heat transfer coefficient
based on 780 data points from 19 independent experimental studies. His results which
had a mean deviation of t4o/o for eight different fluids were coffelated based on different
regimes of boiling. The regimes include a nucleate boiling, a convective boiling, and a
bubble suppression regime in which both bubble nucleation and convective effects are





h, : single phase heat transfer coeffrcient from the Dittus-Boelter correlation
hÞ : two phase heat transfer coefftcient (Wm2f¡.
The parameter ry can be found from equations that are functions of the boiling number,
Bo, and convective number, Co. The boiling and convective numbers are used to
determine the two-phase enhancement factor, F and boiling suppression factor, N in
fluid flows. Finally, the value for ry can be determined as the largest values of nucleate
boiling {¡6, conVoctive boiling V"ó or boiling suppression ry6".
Where 4 the two-phase enhancement factor is determined from the following:
forBo> tlxl0a then F: 14.7
forBlo< IlxLTa then F: 15.43
andN, boiling suppression factor can be determined from the following:
For horizontal tubes:
N: Co




:2 3)Booj .fo, Bo> 0. 3x I 0'a
Vnt:I + 46Bo0'5 forBo<0.3x10-a
Y¿:l '8/lf'8
For 0.1<N3i,.0
tY6" :lçBoo 5 exP(2'74N 
4 1¡
þ'or N31.0
tY¡, :'FBoo 5exP(2'74N'o 
Is¡'
where:
Bo : boiling number : :-u tr,
, lt-"lo'*lp"lo'uo : oonvggtrvç rlurrrusr \-*/ t-p,
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q : heat fluc (W/#)
G = -"r, fll'r* (kg/m2s)
itr : latent heat of vaporisation (J/kg)
x : vapour quality
pt : liquid density (kg/^')
pu : vapour density (kgim3).
Shah did not break up his correlation into nucleate boiling and convective boiling terms.
However, he used Chen's two-phase enhancement factor, F for convective boiling and
nucleate boiling suppression factor, N to determine which boiling regime dominates the
flow. It should be noted that of the 60 experimental points, only 6 are found to be
within the bubbte suppression regime with the others in the convective regime- This
meant that the Shah correlation is appropriate for high vapour quality and low heat flux
rather than low vapour quality and high heat flux as in Figure2.2.
2.3.2 Jung and Radermacher
The Jung and Radermacher (1989a) correlation was developed on both pure and mixed
refrigerants using a modified form of the Chen (1966) correlation. Since the results
support Chen's (1966) supposition that the two-phase heat transfer coefFrcient can be
predicted by superimposing,the two contributions, nucleate boiling contributioî, hnb"
and convective evaporation contribution, h""". The original form of Chen's correlation
was retained. This final correlation for pure refrigerants becatne:
h,, = h*, * h""" : Nhr, + Fh,
where:
h,b" : heat transfer coefhcient due to the nucleate evaporation contribution
h""" : heat transfer coefficient due to the convective evaporation contribution
(2.4)
¡/ : a boiling suppression factor
t4
h,o : a pool boiling heat transfer coeffrcient
F = two-phase enhancement factor
h, : a single-phase heat transfer coefftcient for liquid-only flow.
The nucleate boiling teÍm, hro is based on the pool boiling heat transfer coeffrcient
obtained by Stephan and Abdelsalam (1980). They stated that in order to set up
correlations with wide application, the method of regression analysis was applied to the
nearly 5000 existing experimental data points for natt¡ral convection boiling heat
transfer. As demonstrated by the analysis, these data can be best represented by sub-
dividing into four different fluids and employing a different set of dimensionless
numbers for each fluid. The nucleate boiting term, hro is multiplied by a suppression
factor, lÍ which is based on the Lockhart-Martinelli (1947) parameter, Xu alrrd boiling
number, Bo. The amount of heat flux is dependent on N which accounts for the
decrease in the nucleate boiling contribution with increasing vapour quality for a given
heat flux.
The convective evaporation term, h,o is based on the single-phase heat transfer
coefficient obtained by the Dittus-Boelter (1930) correlation. This term is multiplied by
a two-phase enhancement factor, F which is based on the Lockhart-Martinelli (1947)
parameter only. The Lockhan-Martinelli parameter, X,, conelated the ratio between the
two-phase flow and single phase liquid heat transfer coefficients by applying the
Reynolds analogy. The form of this correlation is as follows:
l= frr,,)- (2.s)
On the other hand, it was observed that nucleate boiling could occur simultaneously
with evaporation along an extensive liquid-vapour interface. The boiling number, Bo is
ff r- r,- t. rL^ f^_. ^f ^^,,^+i^- la a\ ^^ f^ll^.rro'
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(2.6)
Chen (1966) proposed a correlation based on the superposition of heat transfer
coeffrcients due to nucleate and convective boiling effects as follows:
h,o = Sh,o + Fh, Q.l)
where S is a suppression factor and F is a function of X,,. It can be noted that F may
assume similar characteristics asf(X,) in Equation (2-5).
Figure 2.2 - Nucleate boiling and convective evaporation contributions in two-phase
he at tr ansfer c o effi c i e nt
Jung and Radermacher's results indicated that nucleate boiling was fully suppressed at
qualities greater than2}o/o for all pure refrigerants studied. In the partial boiling region,

































the quality of less thart20Yo, (tine I in Figure 2.2),the heat transfer coefficients were
sfrongly influenced by the heat flux. Once the heat flux was increased from ql to q5,
the heat trairsfer coeffrcients due to nucleate boiling contributioÍr, hnbc were also
increased. However, the heat transfer coefftcient due to the convective boiling
contributioî, h"b" was independent of heat flux in the convective evaporation region,
which extends ftom2}Yoto 9}Yo(line 2 in Figtue 2.2). Hence, in the convective region,
heat transfer coeffrcients at various heat fluxes merged into a single line, depending only
upon such flow parameter as quality, as shown in Figure 2.2. Furthennore, heat transfer
coeffrcient in the convective region increases in proportion to qualþ.
2.3.3 Kandlikar
Kandlikar (1990) presented a generalised correlation based on 5246 data points ftom24
experimental investigations using ten fluids. This correlation is presented in terms of
the convective number, Co, and several empirically determined constants, C1 arrd C2for
the convective term. The nucleate boiling term consists of the boiling number, Bo,
several empirically determined constants, Cj and Ca, aîd a fluid specific term' F7. This
correlation consists of convective boiling and nucleate boiling terms as follows:
h,o
ht






hry : two-phase heat transfer coefficient
C rC¿ : empirical constants (dimensionless)
co : convective number : (T)' '[î)' 
'
Bo : boiling number:
q
Gi,,
ht : single phase heat transfer coefficient with only the liquid fraction flowing in the
tube
t7
Fn : fluid"specific term
p : density, kg/-'
q : heat flur, W#
G : mass flux, kg/m2s
Ü, : latent heat of vaPorisation'
Table 2.1 - Constants in Kandliknr's corcelation
Initially, the data was divided into two regions as follows:
Co<0.65 - convective boiling region
Co>0.65 - nucleate boiling region.
A discontinuity at Co : 0.65 between two regions was presented by the Shah
correlation. This discontinuity is eliminated in the Kandlikar correlation by allowing
the transition from one region to another at the intersection of the respective
correlations. The heat transfer coefficient at any given condition is evaluated using two
sets of constants for the two regions. Since the transition from one region to another
occurs at the intersection of the respective correlations, the higher of the two heat













In the nucleate boiling region, the heat transfer is predominantly via the nucleate boiling
mechanism. 'similarly, in the convective region, the heat transfer is predominantly by a
convective mechanism. The influence of heat flux in the two regions is explained as
follows:
Nucleate boiling term
The constant Ca in the Equation (2.S) is the exponent to the boiling number Bo in
the nucleate boiling term. It is 0.7 for both convective and nucleate boiling regions'
The nucleate boiling contribution to heat flux q is therefore proportional to q 
0'7.
The mechanism for the nucleate boiling in two-phase flow can be related to pool
boiling. When a pool of liquid at saturated temperature is heated by electrically
heated wires or a flat plate, the temperature of the region of pool boiling is usually
lower than that of the partial film boiling. The heat transfer coefFrcient in pool
boiling can be expressed as h q. q". The value of the exponent n is 0.7 as given in
two correlations recommended by Borishanski (1969) and Ratiani and Shekriladze
(1972). It is seen that the nucleate boiling term shows dependence on q similar to
the case of pool boiling.
I Convective boiling term
The dependence of the convective boiling term on quality is investigated in the two
regions. In the convective boiling region, the exponent C2 of Co is -0.9, and along with
the Re¡0'8 in the ft¡ expression, the convective boiling term varie, u, to't'11-r)o'ot.
However, this dependence should not be viewed in isolation, since the nucleate boiling
contribution varies as (1-x)0'8. Combining these two contributions may result in a
l9
different dependence of h,oon x depending on the fluid and other system and operating
parameters. The exponent C2 of Co in the nucleate boiling region is -0.2 which is much
weaker than the value -0.9 found in the earlier work by Kandtikar (1983). This weak
dependence on Co is to be expected in the nucleate boiling region where convection is
not the dominant mechanism of heat transfer. As Bo increases, the percentage
contribution due to convective boiling decreases. At high heat fluxes the heat tansfer is
predominantly by the nucleate boiling mechanism. However, at low heat flux values,
the convective contribution may be quite significant.









The Kandlikar correlation is able to calculate the heat transfer coeffrcient for any given
condition. Equation (2.7) is calculated using both sets of coefficients C¡Ca in Table 2.1
and fluid parameters in Table 2.2. The transition from nucleate boiling region to
convective boiling region occurs at the intersection of the respective correlations.
However, Souza et at (1992) found that although Kandlikar's correlation predicted their
data well, the effect of nucleate boiling on the heat transfer coefficients was
overpredicted. The experimental heat transfer coefficients were accurately correlated
20
based on convective boiling effects alone, hence refuting the possibility of strong effects
of nucleate bôiling in the range of parameters considered in their study.
2.3.4 Eckels and Pate
Eckels and Pate (1990) compared the heat transfer coefFrcients of R134a and R12 in
two-phase and single phase evaporation tests using existing correlations. They found
that single heat transfer coeffrcients for Rl34a are significantþ higher than those for
Rl2. As compared to tlre heat transfer coeffrcient for R12, the prediction for the heat
transfer coefücients for Rl34a is increased from 27%o to 38% based on the liquid
refrigerant temperahue; the prediction for vapour is increased from 37Yo to 45yo- These
increases in heat transfer coeffrcients are mainly a result of the increased liquid and
vapour thermal conductivþ of Rl34a. Also, two-phase heat transfer coeffrcients for
Rl34a are higher than those of Rl2 by 28% to 40Yo depending on the refrigerant
temperature, the tube diameter and length. It was summarised that an increase of about
33Yo for heat transfer coefhcients of Rl34a was observed when compared with R12
during evaporation. This increase can be slightly larger for longer tubes, small diameter
tubes and higher temperatures. For evaporation, an increase in the tube length from 5 m
to 30 m changed the Rl34a to R12 heat transfer coefficient ratio from 1.34 to l-36. A
decrease in outside diameters ftom I2.7 mm to 6.35 mm changed the ratio from l'32 to
1.36. Temperature affected evaporation; by varying the ratio from 1.29 to 1.34 for a
temperature range of -5oC to 10"C. As a design parameter, the ratio of the R134a and
R12 heat transfer coefftcients should be l.33.
The heat transfer comparisons do not include the effect of lubricants that circulate in
actual refügeration systems. Specifically, the correlations used to estimate the Rl34a
and R12 heat transfer coefficients were developed for pure refrigerants only. Research
indicates that lubricants do have an effect on evaporation of refrigerants and therefore,
2l
experimentalstudies are needed to determine the effect of lubricants on Rl2 and Rl34a
heat Eansfer.
2.3.5 Summary of heat transfer correlat¡ons
The historic development of the correlations for two-phase heat transfer coefficients has
been introduced. Different correlations are recommended for use in different
applications - the foltowing table summarises the details:
Tabte 2.3 - A summary of correlations þr flow boiling heat transfer inside tubes- Mean
deviations are derived from the comparisons of Jung and Radermacher's
























































2.3.6 Directions for this studY
The above óummary, shows that the Jung and Radermacher's correlation has the
smallest deviation in predicting experimental results whilst the Shah correlation has the
largest. This means that the Jung and Radermacher correlation is good for predicting
two-phase heat transfer coefficients of pure refrigerants in horizontal tubes. The Jung
and Radermacher correlation will be adopted in this computational scheme because it is
the most updated and reliable for the requirements. Jung and Radermacher (1989a)
reported that less than l0% deviations in predicting the heat transfer coefficients of
refrigerants,Rl2 and R134a in a horizontal tube, therefore, their correlation is suitable to
be used in AuCFD. The computational comparisons of the performance of Jung and







2.4 Conelation for lwo'phase pressure drops
In horizontal tubes, the two-phase pressure drop during boiling flow is composed of two
components, AP¡ and ÂP, which a¡e the frictional and the accelerational pressure drops
respectively. It is essential to know the void fraction (the ratio of gas flow a¡ea to total
flow area) to compute the accelerational component. To compute the frictional
component of the pressure drop, either the two-phase friction factor or the two-phase
frictional multiplier must be known.
There have been two types of frictional pressure drop models in two-phase flow via
homogeneous and separate flow models. In the homogeneous models, the flow of both
gas and tiquid velocities are assumed equal (stip ratio : 0). The frictional pressure drop
is calculated as if the flow was single-phase, except for introducing modifiers to the
properties inside the single-phase friction coefficient. In the separated flow model, the
two phases are considered separate and the velocities may differ.
2.4.1 Homogenous models
The homogeneous models assume that both liquid and vapour phases move at the same
velocity; consequently, it has also been called zero slip models. They consider the two-
phase flow as a single phase flow having average fluid properties depending on quality.
Thus, the frictional pressure drop is calculated by assuming an average friction




The pressure.drop correlation, based on a homogeneous model, is Pierre's (1955) semi-
empirical correlation. The correlation, equation (2.9) was developed based on the












xav : average vapour quality -- (x,+x)f2
K¡ : Pierre's boiling number (N/kg)
J : mechanical equivalent of heat: I in SI units
h¡, : heat of evaporation (J/kg)
L : tube length (m)
pt : liquid density (kg/-')
pn : vapour density (kg/*')
pou : average density (kg/*3).
Equation (2.9) is valid only when (Re/K)>I. (Re/K)>lis the case when heat flrx is




Ar, is relatively large; therefore, the Pierre correlation is not suitable for application to
the computational scheme developed here. The Pierre correlation is also inapplicable to
the entire range of heat and mass fluxes considered in this study in that it would not
provide accurate pressure drop estimation in the low mass flux range (G < 1300 kg/m2s).
2.4.2 Separate mode¡s
The separate models consider the two phases to be divided into liquid and vapour
streams and thus has been referred to as slip flow models. They originated from the
work of Lockhart and Martinelhi (1947), which was followed by Martinelli and Nelson
(1943). Collier (l9Sl) found the empirical correlation of Martinelli and Nelson (1948)
as reliable as any annular flow (see section 2.2) pressure drop correlation. Jung and
Radermacher (1990) modifred the Martinelli and Nelson correlation for two-phase
pressure drops in horizontal tubes. Recently, Souza et.al. (1995) developed a new
correlation for two-phase pressure drop for pure refrigerants inside tubes by modiffing
the Lockhart and Martinelli (1947) and Martinelli and Nelson (1948) separated flow
models.
2.4.3 Lockhart and Martinelli
Lockhart and Martinelli (1947) proposed a correlation of data for isothermal two-phase,
two-component flow in pipes
L,P, : I'Pøþl?






a,2 Rei C, (^,\' p"
^ = Rr; c" lrrr" ) p, (2.1s)
(X, {, etc. a¡e described below with the aid of Tables2.4 and 2.5')
They presented flow mechanisms, namely turbulent-turbulent, viscous-turbulent,
turbulent-viscous and viscous-viscous, flow as governed by the Reynolds numbers in
Table 2.4,for liquid flow only and for the vapour flow only in the pipe.
Table 2.4 - Determinatíon offlow mechanism offluid
Tøhle 2.5 - Determination of coefficients for Equation 2.15
The procedtues for using Equations 2.13, 2.l4and 2.15, Tables 2.4 and 2.5 arrd Figure
2.3 to evaluate two-phase frictional pressure drops, L,P¡are as follows:
l. Determine liquid and vapour Reynolds numbers and use Table 2.4 to find out the
mechanism of the flow.









































3. In Figurez.3,use pafameter,xto find the pressure drop multiplier, Q.
4. Substitute the above parameters into Equation2.l4 and 2.13 to evaluate LP¡oalnd LP¡
respectively.
where:
D = diameter of the tube (m)
L : length of the tube (m)
f : friction factor (dimensionless)
g : acceleration of gravity (t /t')
G : mas¡s flur (kg/m2s)
p : density (kg/-)
m : mas¡s flow rate (kg/s)
Re = Reynolds number
V : specific volume of liquid t-'ltgl
X : Martinelli parameter
0 : Martinelli pressure drop multipliers to be obtained from Figure 2-3 and
substituted into equations of the type of Equation. 2.13 (Dimensionless)
LPf : friction pressure drops (Pa)
A,P¡o : friction pressure drop with liquid only flowing at its mass velocity (Pa)
Subscripts
I - liquid phase
v : vapour state
t - turbulent
v : viscous.
2.4.4 Martinelli and Nelson
One of the basic assumptions made by Martinelli and Nelson (194S) was that the static
pressqre drop of the liquid phase was the same as that of the vapour phase. In bubbly
and plug flow, when the liquid phase dominates the flow, the pressure
is higher than that of the vapour. However, when the vapour quality becomes 80% to
90o/o in anntilar flow, the pressure drop of the vapour is increased due to an increased
proportion of the total mass of the fluid. The pressure drop of the vapour is similar to
that of the liquid; because of this assumption, their model is better suited to the annular
flow regions in a Dx tube. Many modifications have been made to the basic Martinelli
and Nelson model. Their correlations, with or without modifications, have been applied
to conditions much different from those assumed in the original work with fairly good
success.












: diameter of the tube (m)
: length of the tube (m).
The following key parameters were defined by Lockhart and Martinelli to show the
pressnre drop in Equations 2.17,2.18 and2.l9. Assuming turbulent flow in both liquid
LP^ =









and vapour phases, Martinelli's parameter, X¡¡ was obtained from Equation (2.20).
Lockhart and Martinelli correlated ôlr, 0"o and a as a function of X,,and presented their
results in a graphical form as Figure 2.3. Their correlation, ho$'ever, was only valid for



































LP : pressure drop (Pa)
X : Martinelli parameter





lo : liquid phase only flowing
vo : vapour phase only flowing
fo : total flow assumed as liquid
tt : turbulent-turbulent.
2.4.5 Jung and Radermacher
Jung and Radermacher (1989) measured 600 two-phase pressure drop data points during
horizontal flow boiling of pure and mixed refrigerants of Rl2, RI14, Rl2 and Rl52a.
The range of heat flux was 10-45 k.W/# and mass flow rate was l6-46x10-3 kgls. Jung
and Radermacher compared their results with the well-known Pierre correlation and
Martinelli and Nelson correlation. Pierre's correlation failed to predict half of their
experimental data while Martinelli and Nelson's correlation overpredicted it by 20%.
From the measured data, they found the accelerational pressure drop was determined to
xu=(o, )"[Ð"[i)"
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be always less than l}Yo oî the measured pressure drop. Thus, the frictional pressure
drop would constitute most of the two-phase pressure drop in evaporators. Jung and











0ä = 30.7S"t'rzr(1 -x)o'ttt pr4'7232
where:
LP, : two-phase pressure drop @a)
LPÍ : frictional pressure drop @a)
fto : friction factor
G : mas¡s flux (kg/m2s)
L : tube length, (m)
D : diameter (m)
p : density (kg/-')
)c : vapour quality
Lx : quality change between inlet and outlet : x2-xl
þ,, = two-phase pressure drop multiplier
Pr : reduced pressure : critical pressure / saturated pressure.
Q.23)
They developed a simple correlation with a chart (Figurc 2.4) to aid the estimation of
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Figure 2.4 - Two-phøse pressure drop multiplier, þ* as a function of quality for
v arious re duc e d pre s sur e s.
2.4.6 Souza ef al
Souza et.al. (1993) developed a new correlation for two-phase frictional pressure drop
for pure refrigerants inside smooth tubes by modiffing the Lockhart and Martinelli
(1947) and Martinelli and Nelson (1948) separated flow models to include a Froude
number, Fr¡. The Froude number plays an important role in the correlation when body
forces and inertia forces are significant in the flow, i.e. for stratified or wavy flow
regimes. As in the case of two-phase flow, a strong influence of the mass flow rate was
represented by the Froudc number. From their test results, the correlation predicted the
frictional pressure drop of R12 and Rl34a data as a function of X,,and Fr¡ with a mean
deviation of 4.6%o. Also, with the proposed frictional pressure drop correlation and a
suggested acceleration model in flow boiling, the correlation predicted the experimental





























qf" = (1.376+ C¿;"' Xl - t)'"
where
For 0< Fr ê 0.7
l






The overall pressure drop due to acceleration can be obtained by the application of a
simplified momentum equation, in which the vapour and liquid velocities are assumed
to be uniform in each phase.
2.4.7 Souza and P¡menta
Souza and Pimenta (1995) developed a new correlation for two-phase frictional pressure
drop inside horizontal straight tubes for pure and mixed refrigerants using the separated
flow model, the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, Xu and an adequate property index, t.
The Froude number in Souza et.al.'s previous correlation was good for stratified or
34
wavy flow regimes with lower mass flr¡¡res. As the predominant flow pattem observed
for most of the tests with higher mass fluxes was the annular flow pattern, the Froude
number was replaced by the property index, r. The final correlation for two-phase flow
multiplier has the following form:
þ?" =l*("'-t)rtr'1t +0.9524rx1'4126) Q.28)
"=(ao)"(Ð'"' . e.2s)
When their results from the new correlation in equations (2.24) to Q.29) were compared
with the obtained experimental data from Souza et.al-, the mean relative error or mean
deviation for the frictional pressure drop correlation was 8.2%.
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2.4.8 Summary of Pressure Drop Correlations
The historic development of the correlations for two-phase pressure drops has been
introduced. The researchers used different models to develop their own correlations
which \¡vere summarised as follows:
Tøble 2.6 - A summary of correlations þr two-phase pressure drops
2.4.9 Directions of this studY
Due to limitations in Pierre's correlation, namely a requirement for high heat flux and
Separate model - correlation from
Martinelli and Nelson and accelerational




Separate model - correlation modified from
Martinelli and Nelson and accelerational
pressure drop was included. Froude
number was used.
LP,o=LPr+LP,Souza et al (1993)
Separate model -correlation modified from
Martinelli and Nelson but accelerational
pressure drop was excluded.
LP* x LP,Jung and
Radermacher
(1e8eb)
Homogenous model - correlation to





Separate model - correlation from
Lockhart and Martinelli and the graph for
frictional multiplier as a fi.nction of
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is not suitable for
model development. Of the separate flow models; Jung and Radermacher (1989b)
presented that ttre correlation for pressure drop had a 8.4o/o mean deviation of their test
results, therefore their correlation is tested in Chapter 5 to establish whether it is suitable
for the computational scheme developed as part of this study. Souza ef a/ modified
Martinelli and Nelson's graphical method into a numerical equation using the Froude
number, Fr¡, however, the number was not suitable for the higher mass flruc flow in most
of their tests. With the use of property index, r, Souza and Pimenta's (1995) correlation
was better for the higher mass flow which was the same separate model as Jung and
Radermacher. Both correlations from Jung and Radermacher and Souza and Pimenta
are also concerned with the two-phase heat transfer coefftcients of refrigerants R12 and
Rl34a flowing in a horizontal tube, therefore these correlations were used for this study.
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2.5 Equations for refrigerant properfies
Chan and Haselden (l9Sl) presented the basic equations for refrigerant transport
properties. They developed their computer-based refrigerant thermodynamics properties
' in three parts: basic equations, program listing and use of the program in the
computation of standard refügeration cycles. Part I described a set of computer-based
methods for calculating densities, vapour pressures, enthalpies, internal energies and
entropies of refrigerants. They also presented the derivations of the basic equations for
refrigerants Rll, Rl2, Rl3, R13Bl, Rl4, R22, Rl13, Rl14, and R502 as used by the
IIR (International Institute of Refrigeration) in its latest charts. In part 2, listings were
presented for a set of computer subroutines to enable specific volume, vapour pressure'
internal energy, enthalpy and entropy to be calculated for ten different refügerants- The
values were based on the IIR equations. In part3, the first program listed provides for
the user to call up the thermodynamic properties of one of the stored refrigerants at a
specified temperature (and pressure). The second program calculates the perfoimance
of a vapour compression refrigeration cycle for the specified refrigerant operating
between given values of the evaporator and condenser temperatures. The computer
routines developed by Chan and Haselden for evaluation of refrigerant thermodynamic
properties, whilst widely used, were not suitable for some types of refrigeration
computer progr¿Ìms due to large computation time requirements. Cleland (1986)
proposed an alternative in the form of curve-fitted equations with greater computer
speed. A possible application was in the area of dynamic simulation where many
thousands of property evaluations must be made in every program execution. The
proposed equations cover F(lz, F(22, praetieãl
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conditions. The accuracy of the property estimated from the proposed equations should
be adequate,for most practical situations, but the equations should not be seen as a
general replacement for the Chan and Haselden routines.
Jung and Radermacher (1991) presented a compilation of experimental data and
predictive methods for viscosities, thermal conductivities, and surface tension of
halogenated pure and mixed refrigerants. A variety of estimating methods was tested
against the reliable measured data. Their results indicated that more fundamental theory
was needed, especially to predict transport properties of liquids. A large scatter was
observed among va¡ious thermal conductivity data, and more accurate dataneeded to be
measured to develop a general predictive method for this property. Finally, the
combination of experimental data and prediction methods would be sufhcient to help
engineers and researchers in the refrigeration freld design and develop new equipment
using ozone-safe pure and mixed refügerants.
The equations for saturated pressure, saturated temperatures, liquid and vapour
enthalpies of the refrigeranls, R12 and R134a from Cleland will be used in the
computational scheme developed because of their simplicity and accuracy. On the other
hand, Jung and Radermacher (1991) recommended that equations 2.30,2.31,232 and
2.33 for R12 and Rl34a developed by the other researchers be used for calculating
transport properties in a horizontal tube. In 1986, Nagaoka et al developed a general
empirical correlation for the viscosity of gaseous fluorocarbon refrigerants. They have
)9
tested EWati.on 2.30 aganst 116 data points of 16 halogenated refrigerants. The mean
and mærimufn deviations found were l,62Yo and 4-97o/o-
pq = (05124T, -0.0517)0'822,{8r
E = T"t'' M-rtz P1t3
where:
p : gas viscosity GPa s
E : viscosity parameter charapteristic to each component
T" : critical temperature K
T, : rcduced temperature K
P" : critical pressure MPa
Mn : molecular weight
zc : compressibility factor at critical point.
(2.31)
In 1970, Phillips and Murphy measured the liquid viscosity of 2l commonly used
halocarbon refrigerants using a capillary viscometer. Their experimental data for pure
components have been compared with other investigators' data and have shown to be in
good agreement. Phillips and Murphy fitted their data to a four-constant equation with a
deviation of 0.5Yo:
loBrop = A+BlT+CT+DTz (2.32)
where temperature I, and viscosity, V, are in Kelvin (K) and centiPoise (cP),
respectively.
Yata et al (1984) measured liquid thermal conductivities of 10 halogenated refrigerants
(2.30)
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to be better than l.syo. They accounted for the effect of temperature by using a linea¡
curve:
kt=A+BT+CTz Q.33)
where kl and ? a¡e in mV//m K and K respectively.
2.5.1 Summary of refrigerant properties used
The following Table 2.7 shows Rl2 and Rl34a properties used Phillips, Yata, and
Nagaoka et al's equations for calculating liquid viscosity, liquid thermal conductivity
and vapo¡r viscosity. The data for equations of Rl34a liquid viscosity and liquid
thermal conductivity are provided by Shankland (1990). Most of the refrigerant
properties are available from the existing literature. However, liquid densities of Rl2
and Rl34a a¡e in tabulated form which cannot be used in computational studies. It is
necessary to develop the polynomial equations for R12 and Rl34a's properties in
Chapter 3. The equations used are summarized as follows:
Table 2.7 - Summary of the property correlations used
Saturated pressure Cleland (1986) Cleland (1986)
\I^-^"r --^^:fi^ lraaf nona¡ifr¡ Àrr ¡lsca Ånncnrliv TI\ Arr lsee Annenrlix III)
Vapour enthalpy Cleland (1986) Cleland (1986)
Vapour density Au (see Appendix II) Au (see Appendix III)
Vapour viscosity Nagaoka et al (1986) Nagaoka et al (1986)
Vapour thermal conductivity Au (see Appendix II) Au (see Appendix III)
Liquid specific heat capacity Au (see Appendix II) Au (see Appendix III)
Cleland (1986)Liquid enthalpy Cleland (1986)
Liquid density Au (see Chapter 3) Au (see Chapter 3)
Liquid viscosity Phillips (1970) Shankland (1990)





This chapter contains three main themes. Firstly, different techniques which may be
used for determining the equations of refrigerant properties and correlations for two-
phase heat transfer coefnicient and pressure drop, are reviewed to select suitable
techniques for this study. Secondly, three issues in the validation of computational fluid
dynamics codes namely empirics, round-off and discretization (order of solution) are
presented. The solution technique for AuCFD is also determined here. Finally, an
overall structure of the algorithm in the computational scheme, developed (AuCFD) as
part of this study, is described.
9.1 Review of computational fluid dynamics and experimental
techniques
The performance of a Dx-coil with refrigerant is based on many criteria - one crucial set
of criteria is the fluid mechanical characteristics of the refrigerants. There are many
approaches used for solving transport properties of refrigerants; generally, these
approaches are divided into two categories: computational and experimental- Each
approach has distinct advantages and unique disadvantages. Wendt (1991) indicated
that the first generation of computational fluid dynamics solutions appeared during the
1950s and early 1960s spurred by the simultaneous advent of effrcient, high-speed
computers and the need to solve the high-velocity, high-temperature re-entry body
problem in space flight. Such physical phenomena generally cannot be modelled
anal¡ically and numerical solutions of the goveming equations on a high-speed digital
computer were an absolute necessity.
Experimental techniques are considered to be extremely important and reliable. They





can give accurate data at points where probes a¡e inserted to take measurements.
However, thè aim of this resea¡ch project is to design a computational scheme which
can provide a quicker technique for solving two-phase flow problems in a Dx- coil for
use as a design tool; computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can provide this tool. The
transport properties, two-phase heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops of
refrigerants can be easily estimated at any location within the Dx tube using CFD.
Computational fluid dynamics also demonstrates some advantages and disadvantages as
compared with experiment¿l technique as follows:
Advantages:
o Computational techniques can be performed in a small space'
o A full picture of the two-phase flow of refrigerant inside a horizontal tube can be
obtained.
o CFD is relatively cheap and provides a preliminary design stage for heat exchanger.
o CFD lends itself to the development of a design tool.
Disadvantages:
o Boundary and initial conditions - the results of CFD are only as valid as the physical
models incorporated in the governing equations and boundary conditions, and hence
are subject to errors.
o Truncation errors as well as round-off error are associated with the particular
algorithm are used to obtain a numerical solution.
Both of these sources of errors combine to compromise the accuracy of CFD results. It
is important to minimise these and to establish their numerical significance.
3.2 General CFD techniques
Basically, computational fluid dynamics is used to calculate the goveming partial




quantitative description of the characteristics of fluid flow. There are three main issues
in computational fluid dynamics about which the techniques pivot via empirics, round-
offand discretization (order of solution). Empirics rely on experiment or experience. In
this study, a finite difference method is used to develop a unique empirical equation for
solving the problems of two-phase heat transfers. Round-off and discretization are
concerned with the accuracy of the empirical equation which depends on the nurnber of
iterations, the grid spacing and the order of solutions.
The finite difference method uses the fundamental governing equations of fluid
dynamics. All dynamics of the fluid is based on the mathematical statements:
l. mass is conserved
2. F:ma
3. energy is conserved.
To obtain the basic equations of fluid motion, the following philosophy is always
followed:
1. Select the appropriate fundamental physical principles from the laws of physics.
2. Apply these physical principles to a suitable model of the flow'










3.2.1 Finite difference method
The finite difference method is widely used in CFD. The philosophy of the finite
difference method is to replace the partial derivatives appearing in the governing
equations of fluid dynamics with algebraic difference quotients. The numerical
solutions of frnite equations can give answers only at discrete points in the domain,
called gridpoints. Figure 3.1 shows a section of a discrete grid in the xy ptane. The
spacing of the gridpoints in the x direction, A/o is uniform as is the spacing of the grid
points in they direction, At. The grid spacings are not required to be uniform in both or
either direction and they may v¿ìry non-uniformly from one gridpoint to the next in
either direction. In Figure 3.1, the gridpoints are identified by an index i which runs in
the x direction. Therefore, if (i ¡) is the index for any fluid dynamic parameter, 0, the
immediate point to the right of (i,r) is labelled as (i+17), the point to the left is (È1,¡),
the point directly above is (iy+l), and the point directly below is (i7-1). If 0 represents
a fluid parameter at gridpoint (1,7), the fluid parameter will be changed through the













Figure 3.1 - General discrete grid points
Finite difference representations of derivatives may be based on a Taylor's series
expansion about a point; if 0¡; indicates the fluid properry (e) at point (r, 7), the fluid
property, O¡¡¡¡ atpoint (l+1,,1) can be expressed as a Taylor series expanded in terms of
the value of 0 at point (i,7) as below:
(3.1)
This assumes that 0 varies with spatial co-ordinate x. 0 may be used to represent any
fluid parameter in Equation 3.1. For numerical computations, it is not practical to carry
an infinite number of terms in Equation 3.1, so it is truncated. If terms of order (Âl)3
and higher are omitted, Equation 3.1 becomes:
. d0 t (tl)z d20 t








Equation 3.2 ís of second-order accuracy because terms of (AD3 and higher order have
been omitted. If terms of order (ÅI)2 and higher order are omitted, Equation (3.2)
reduces to one offirst order accuracy:
ou*t,¡ Éa,,j + N#l,r (3.3)
In Equations 3.2 and 3.3, the omitted higher-order terms represent the truncation error in
the finite series representation. The üuncation error is the difference between the partial
derivative and its finite difference representation.
3.2.3 Solutiontechnique
In general, Hoffinann (1989) stated that there are two method of solution for the system
of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. These schemes are classified as direct and
iterative methods. The composite Simpson rule, Cramer's rule and Gaussian elimination
are some familiar direct methods. The major disadvantage of these method is the huge
amount of arithmetic operations required to produce a solution. Some advanced direct
methods have been proposed which require moderate computation time, but almost all
of them have disadvantages.' Usually these methods are limited by one or more
restrictions such as the Cartesian co-ordinate system, a rectangular domain, the size of
the coefficient matrix, alarge storage requirement, boundary conditions, or difficulty of
programming. An alternative iterative approach can solve a system of linear algebraic
equations and is simple and easy to program. The idea behind this method is to obtain
the solution by iteration; usually an initial solution is guessed and new values are
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the Based on
the newly computed values, a new solution is sought and the procedure is repeated until
a specified convergence criterion has been reached. Five popula¡ iteration methods are
the Jacobi iteration method, the point Gauss-Seidel iteration method, the line Gauss-
Seidel iteration method, point successive over-relaxation method and line successive
over-relaxation method. The discussion of these methods is beyond the scope of this
chapter because these methods are not appropriate for the one-dimensional AuCFD
model, but essentially each aims to accelerate convergence beyond that given by the
Jacobi iteration method. Based on the nature of the correlation for two-phase pressure
drops, a numerical integration method such as the composite Simpson rule will be used
and discussed later in this Chapter and Chapter 4.
3.3 AUCFD technique
The main difference between normal CFD and the AuCFD code developed in this study
is that only a one-dimensional scheme is needed and the Navier-Stokes equations (the
basis of most commercial CFD codes) are not solved. Due to these requirements, a
unique computational scheme must be developed rather than using an existing CFD
package. The new scheme (AuCFD) uses energy balancing, refrigerant transport
properties, empirical, two-phase heat transfer and pressure drop correlations and finite
difference methods to develop numerical equations for modelling Dx evaporator tubes.
3.3.1 AuGFD technique - energy balance
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Figure 3.2 - Examplefor energt balance in horizontql tubes
where:
0 : constant heat flux (W)
m : mas¡s flow rate (kg/s) (: mdot)
i¡st = refrigerant enthalpy (i-fgl) at grid point I (J/kg)-
The pipe is sub-divided into sections on which an energy balance is carried out. The
heat energy entering any given section in the refrigerant through walls must be equal to
the energy leaving the section in the refrigerant. If refrigerant properties are ascertained
at the inlet to the section, properties at the outlet of the section can be found using
equations of state in the computer routine. These will become properties at the next
section's inlet. The above Figure 3.2 provides a description of the frnite difference
method applied to the AuCFD approach.
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Figure 3.2 shows that the refrigerant enthalpy, ygr at point 1, is changed to those at point
n-fl whenheatenergy,Q@ x Â/x Dxn) is inputintothepipe. The outletconditions
of the refrigerants i!s,n+r,in the first section will become the inlet conditions of those in
the second section and so on. The outlet refrigerant properties from the pþ end, the
average two-phase heat tra¡rsfer coefficients and the total pressure drops can be
calculated using this method. The inlet and outlet parameters of the system are referred
to here as the geometry of the pþ (length, Lin the x direction, and diameter, D),
constant mass flow raæ ftg/s) and the applied constarit heat flux, q (Wm'z) to the pþ'
The outlet vaporr quality, the saturated temperature, the two-phase heat transfer
coef6cients and pressure drops of the refrigerants vary with the initial conditions. As
the mass flow rate of the refrigerants is constant, there will be no change in kinetic
energy of the refrigerants through the pipe.
The equations used to illusüaæ how to apply the energy balance for the outlet of the
new liquid enthalpy of the refrigerants flowing inside a horizontal heat pþ are:
(inletwetenthalpy) i*=x,(i,-ir)+t, (3'4)
(outlet wet enthalpy) ir**,
where:
O :heatenergy(W): qx Nx Dxt¡.
q : heat flux (Wm2)
D : diameter of tube (m)
N : grid spacing (m)
(3.5)
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m : mass flow rate (mdot) of refrigerant (kg/s)
U, : wet-enthalpy (J/kg)
U : liquid enthalpy (J/kg)
is = vapour enthalpy (J/kg)
Subscripts
n : inlet to a section
n*l : outlet from a section.
In Equation3.4, before the wet enthalpy t¡*is determined, theliquid enthalpy i¡,the
vapour enthalpy ,þ *d the vapow quahty x,u have to be calculated using the numerical
equations for refrigerant properties (refer to AII and AIII). V/ith the use of Equation
3.5 and Figure 3.2,the wet-enthalpy t¡sz or i¡g,+t can be calculated by the sum of the wet-
enthalpy i¡*andrate of heat energy, Ø m applied to the pipe. The outlet conditions of
the first section will become the inlet conditions to the second section. Then, as the
refrigerant continues on to the outlet of the second section, the wet enthalpy l¡gt is the
sum of wet-enthalpy i¡gz aîdheat energy, Q/ m applied to the pipe. The outlet condition
of the second section will become the inlet condition of the third section and so on.
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X¡,Pr¡, Trl
Fleat energy (Q/t¡t )
l¡g2, X2, Prz, Trz
Fígure 3.3 - Section of a horizontal tube
The amount of heat energy gained by the refrigerant is based on the mass flow rate
through each section of the pipe. When a section of the pipe is considered in Figure 3.3,
the outlet wet enthalpy of the refrigerants , i¡r2is worked out from Equation 3.5 and the
outlet saturated pressure, Pr2,isequal to the inlet saturated pressure minus the two-phase
pressure drop. Then, the outlet saturated temperaturè, T,2, can be calculated using
Equation 3.6. which shows the relationship between saturated pressure and temperature
of refrigerants, Rl2 from Cleland (1986).
Ts -248.3 (3.6)
The other physical properties of the refrigerant are dependent on the saturated
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temperature. If the saturated pressure decreases inside the tube, the saturated
temperature is decreased accordingly. This affects the transport properties of
refrigerant. As the tiquid and vapour enthalpy are also dependent on the outlet saturated
temperature of refrigerant, the outlet liquid and vapour enthalpy and the outlet vapour
quality can be determined. This heat transfer mechanism will continue until the end of
the tube.
In this study, a finite difference method is used to investigate and analyse the
characteristics of the two-phase boiling flow of refrigerants inside horizontal tubes'
Physical properties, heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops can be determined at
any particular length of the tube. They are based on the input of inlet vapour quality,
mass flux and saturated temperature of refrigerants and heat flux applied to the tube.
The energy balance technique used in the scheme played an important role in
determining the refrigerant transport properties at any stage. The details of the solution
procedures of the computational scheme (AuCFD) for two-phase heat transfer
coefficients and pressure drops is shown in Chapter 3.7 and Figure 3.7.
3.3.2 AuGFD technique - correlations used
The semi-empirical correlations used in AuCFD for two-phase heat transfer coefficient
and pressure drop calculations are obtained from Jung and Radermacher's (1989a)
Souza and Pimenta's (1995) papers respectively. The Jung and Radermacher correlation
(1989a) - Equations 3.7 to 3.9, based on R12, Rl52a, and Rl14, were validated by
comparing them with experimental data for Rl l and R134a. The Souza and Pimenta
correlation - Equations (2.24) to (2.27) are used for the higher mass flux of fluid where
reglon
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o Jung ¡nd'R¡dermacher (1989a):
where:
N = 4049X),'22 301'33
N =2.0-O.lX4'28 Bo4'33
bd =0.0146þ(2a I (s(p, - p")))o'
h,o=Nh*+Fhb
n. = 207 hrffi)"*,ï,"*' Pro 
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h, = o.on+Re!, Pro4
for X¡¡ < L
for I <X,r< 5















þ?" =l+ (t' - t
Iþî*)




Bo : boiling number
F : heat transfer enhancement factor
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iV : factor due to nucleate boiling
k¡ : thetmal conductivity (W/m)
Rel : Reynolds number
Pr¡ : Prandtl number
d = diameter of tube (m) : D
ht = single phase heattr¿nsfer coefficient (lM/m'? K)
LP, = two-phase pressure drop @a)
LPr : frictional pressure drop @a)
LPo : accelerational pres$re drop @a)
G : rnass flruc (kg/m2s)
L : tube length, (m)
p : density 0.gl*)
x : vapour quallty
^x 
: quality change between inlet and outlet : x2-xr
Xil : Martinelli parameter
þto : two-phase pressure drop multiplier
t : property index




i test section inlet
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Fìgure 3.4 - A coupled system of equations in a grid spacing, Ll
where:
O :constantheatflux(W): qx Llx Dxn
hø : two-phase heat transfer coeffrcient (W/m2 f¡
LP, : two-phase pressure drop (Pa)
Ll : grid spacing.
The correlations for the two-phase heat transfer coefficient, h,o and thepressure drop,
LP,o are a coupled system of equations. This means that the pressrre drop, AP" affects
the heat transfer coeffrcient, h,p, due to the changes in saturated pressure and
temperature of the refrigerant. V/ith the aid of the finite difference method, the two-
phase heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops could be calculated accurately.
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3.3.3 AuCFD technique - finite difference method
The following is the solution technique of finite.difference method using the composite






Figure 3.4 - Discrete grid points for two-phase pressure drops
e =4







Ll : grid spacing (m)
n : number of iterations
i - 1,2,...n
0 : arbitrary variable used in composite Simpson rule & Taylor series (Eqt. 3.1).
Basically, numerical integration such as the composite Simpson Rule, in contrast to
differentiation, is a stable process which can derive the correlations for two-phase
scheme will use tlre composite Simpson rule to transform the correlations into a
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numerical equation which came from Souza and Pimenta's (1995) correlation for two-
phase pressure drops of refrigerants. The model implemented was a first-order accurate
representation of Souza and Pimenta's work'
LPr
Q?o =|*(" -t)x'"1t +o'9524tx0'4126) '
Equarions ((2.25)) and ((2.2S)) will become Equations (3.11) and (3.12)
LP, = [rOr^*








C = constant to be assumedfot MúLx
f@) = function of numerical equation.
(3.13)
To order to apply Equation 3.13 to the AuCF scheme, the relationship between grid
spacing, Al and vapour quality, Âx should be found. With the use of Equation 3'5










. qnDLl . .
'fpz - ' 'fslm
As q, D and m are assumed to be constant, Equation 3.14 can be written as Equation
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; _i =KLI' -ts2 'Igl
it,=xr(i¡rz-ip)+i¡z
igl=xt(i¡st-itt)+itr
Subsitute Equations 3.16 and 3.17 into 3.15,





As can be seen from Equation 3.18, the grid spacing, Â/ is dependent on the input of the
vapour quality, liquid and vapour enthaply and K (heat flux, mass flux and diameter of
the pipe). K is the relationship of input parameters (qxD/m) for two-phase heat transfer
in this numerical method.
3.4 Summary of general CFD and AUCFD
The following table shows a comparison of the analogies and differences between
general CFD and AuCFD. As can be seen from Table 3.1, existing equations, models
and orders of accuracy are always used in general CFD rather than in AuCFD. Hence,
the model for two-phase heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop in one-dimensional
computational fluid dynamics was established in AuCFD. With the use of thermal
energy balance technique and first-order accurate formulations, the solution algorithm




Tøble 3.1 - Summary of general CFD and AUCFD
3.5 Equations for refrigerant transport properties
Some equations for determining refrigerant properties presented in Chapter 2 can be
readily adopted into a computational scheme, however other refrigerant properties do
not translate easily into numerical equations. Although the physical properties of R12
and Rl34a can be easily obtained from the tables in the ASHRAE handbook and the
chemical manufacturers' data sheets, the physical properties of refrigerant a¡e tabulated
against the saturated and superheated temperaflres of the refrigerants. The data cannot
be transferred directly into the computer program. It was therefore necessary to derive
polynomial equations to describe the variation of these properties with temperature and
pressure. As mentioned in Chapter 2 - section 2.5, a polynomial equation for density, p
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The equation for liquid density, p, of Rl2 is assumed as Equation 3.19:















: saturated temperature of liquid (K)
: critical temperature of liquid (K)
: density of liquid (ks/^t)
: meantemperature (K).
i
Then, the polynomial equation for R12 liquid density was defined as Equation 3.21
below:
p :1463.63-1888.14 xT,n +2687.14tT:,. (3.21)
Equation 3.21 is a typical polynomial which is used for calculating density of Rl2 with
the input of a saturated temperature. For transport properties of the other refrigerants, a
list of developed polynomial and existing equations for Rl2 and R134a is shown in
Appendices AII and AIII.
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3.6 Addilionalcalculations
So far, this work has concentrated on its main objective - that of developing and testing
a model for calculating heat transfer coeffrcients and pressure drops through the
convecting boiling region of a Dx heat evaporator tube. In fulfilling the secondary aim
of developing a design tool for heat exchangers it is necessary also to calculate heat
exchange between the fluid in cross-flow (in this case air) and performance of the Dx
tube in the superheated region. The bases for these calculations is explained here.
3.6.1 Airside calculations
As mentioned in Chapter l, the design tool Dx heat exchanger is a cross-flow type in
which two different fluids, air and refrigerant transfer heat energy to each other through
the tube wall. As an example, the following figure and correlations for circular finned-















Ce : Specific heat capacþ of air (kJ/kg K)
D, : root diameter of tube (m)
Gn,o : mass rate flow at minimum cross section (kg/m2s)
ho : mean heat transfer coeffrcient of air ff/# K)
k : thermal conductivity of air (Wm K)
I : fin height
s - distance between adjacent fins
| - fin thickness
p : viscosity at bulk temperature (Pa s).
This is only one possible frn/tube configuration, other fin/tube configurations are easily
programmed. A good source of reference for this augmentation is Kays and London
(1e55).
3.6.2 Superheat calculations
The major difference between the superheated and saturated regions of the tube is the
vapour quahty of the refrigerant. When the vapour quality of the refrigerant is equal to
1, it means that the region is superheated and no more liquid refrigerant should be
present. However, the refrigerant is commonly superheated by around 6 K to ensure no
"slug" of liquid in a heterogeneous flow enter and damage the compressor. Refrigerant
properties used in this region are dry vapour state - since such a small degree of
+= o,ro(atu* )"" (";*)"'(Ð"(Ð'"'
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superheat is modelled, this approximation is sufftciently accurate. The equations used
from Dittus-Boelter (1930) for the calculation of superheated heat transfer coefftcients
are shown in Equation 3.13.
h,n = o.o23Rero't Pr"o'n (3.23>
where:
h,n : superheated heat transfer coefficient (\M/# K)
R", : vapour Reynolds number: ReJ and Reu
Pr, :vapour Prandtl number: Pr-g and Prn.
3.7 lmplemenhtion of AUCFD
A flowchart describes how the computer programs work out the two-phase heat transfer
coeffrcients and pressure drops using the finite difference method. This section lists the
steps involved in accomplishing each task within the computational scheme. The
scheme uses software programs written in the Turbo CH language for calculating the
thermophysical properties of refrigerants and the correlations for heat transfer
coeffrcients and pressure drops. The algorithm can be defrned in programming terms
which the flowcharts were developed to describe the processes for producing the desired
output from the given input.
The solution procedures for two-phase heat transfer coefficient and pressure are shown
schematically in the flowchart of Figure 3.6. It describes the processes for dealing with
input and output parameters and calculations of two-phase heat transfer coefficients,










Correlation for pressure drops
Dittus & Boelter's correlation fo¡
heat transfer coefticient
Superheat - refrigerant transport
properties calculation
Is x >l?
Calculaæ average htc and pd of
refrigerant and average htc ofair
Calculaûe two-phase htc and Pd of
refrigerant and htc of air
Souz¡ co¡rclation for two-Phase
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transfer coefticient
Tubeside - ¡eÊigerant tsa¡rsport
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Input design parametcr for hrbe and
flow conditions
Definc constants and va¡iables
Print input and ouÞut data
Is interval >¿
Calculatc superlreat heat transfcr




n will bc 1,2,3...
Print all input and ouþut results
on screen or hardcopy
Fígure 3.6 - Solution procedures for computational scheme of two-phase heat transfer
coeficient and Pressure droP.
3.7.1 Selecting parameters
The computational scheme, AuCFD consists of a main program and three sub-routines
for air and refrigerant properties. The main program is used to control and implement
the three sub-routines and deal with all the necessary requirements. The sub-routines for
the transport properties of Rl2 and Rl34a were written to suit the saturated temperature
range from -10"C to 15"C. All the vririous names for the transport properties of
refrigerants and air and the physical size of horizontal tube were created and built into
the sub-routines. As the computational scheme, AuCFD is executed, it will require the
user to input the values of length, intemal and external diameters of a horizontal tube,
saturated temperature, mass flow rate, inlet vapour quality of the refrigerant, velocity
and temperatr¡re of air and constant heat flux applied to the tube.
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3.7.2 Tubeside region calculation
As all the input data is put into the scheme, the program, Rl2.cpp or Rl34a.cpp'
calculates all the related refrigerant properties. Some equations for liquid viscosity,
liquid thermal conductivity and vapour viscosity of the refrigerants were presented in
Chapter 2. Some polynomial equations for liquid densþ, liquid specific heat capacity,
vapout density, vapour conductivity and vapour specific heat capacity of the refrigerant
were developed in section 3.5.
As the refrigerants flow through the tubeside, the saturated temperature of the
refrigerant will be changed due to a constant or variable heat input which affects the
physical properties of the refrigerant. Since the tube has been divided into several
sections, the parameters used for the two-phase heat transfer coefftcient and the
pressure drop correlations can be calculated at each section outlet. The values of the
two-phase total heat transfer coeffrcient and the total pressure drops will be accumulated
until the refrigerants exit the tube. As can be seen from Chapter 2, the two-phase heat
transfer coefficients of the refrigerants are determined by the sum of convective boiling
and nucleate boiling heat transfers while the two-phase pressure drops are added by
frictional and acceleration presstue drops along the tube. The heat transfer coefficient of
air is also evaluated using the input of air temperature, air velocity and heat flux
parameters in the tubeside region.
3.7.3 Decision making based on quality' x
A conûol struch¡re's WHILE loop is used to repeat a set of statements automatically
while a certain condition is true. The V/HILE loop is set to control a number of
intervals, n for calculating tube side conditions. The number of intervals, n depends on
a vapour qualþ, x. In other words, the loop will continue until x is greater l. The
refrigerant vapour quahty is based on the mass flow rate itself and the amount of heat
üansfer to the refrigerant. If the refrigerant becomes superheated (x > l), the solution
procedure will forward to the next step.
3.7.4 Superheated region calculat¡on
In this section, as the refrigerant becomes superheated, all the relevant refrigerant
fansport properties, vapour density, vapow conductivity, vapour viscosity etc. will be
calculated again using the programs, Rl2.cpp and Rl34a.cpp. Then, the average heat
transfer coeffrcient and pressure drop of the refrigerants are determined using Dittus and
Boelter's correlation and Souza et al's correlation. Also, the average heat transfer
coefficient of air is calculated with the use of air temperature, air velocity and heat flux
parameters.
3.7.5 Iteration
The present WHILE loop is set to control a number of intervals, n for calculating
superheated conditions. The number of intervals,n depends on a grid spacing, A/ and
pipe length, I. In other words, if the pipe length is known, the number of intervals is
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equal to ttre yine length divided by the 
grid spacing.. As soon as the iteration number
equals to the,number of intervals, the solution procedue will forward to the next step.
3.7.6 Gompute the test results
This step will print input and ouþut data on the user screen to ensu¡e that the daø is
input conectly. The main ouþut data of average heat transfer coeffrcients and total
pressure drops of the refrigerants and average heat transfer coeffrcient of the air a¡e
calculated as follows:
o Refrigerant side (Iubeside)















IA : sectional surface area of tube , Ll xID x t (m2)
OA : sectional surface area of tube , Ll xOD x n (m2)
ID : intemal diameter of tube (m): D
OD : outside diameter of tube (m)
L : length of tube (m)
h air : heat transfer coefficient of air (Wm2 K): ho
h airt : total of heat transfer coefficient of air (Wm2f¡
h-airav: average heat transfer coefficient of air lWm2f¡
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h-tp : two-phase heat transfer coefftcient of refrigerant (WhtfK)-- htp
htc-t = totdl two-phase heat transfer coeffrcient of refrigerant (W/#K)
htc_av = average two-phase heat transfer coefficient of refrigerant (W/#K)
dp : two-phase frictional pressure drops (Pa)
dp_a : two-phase accelerational pressure drops (Pa)
dp_t = total two-phase pressure drops (Pa): ÂP"
Ll : grid spacing (m).
For the refrigerant side, in Equation 3.24,the two-phase heat transfer coefficient at each
grid point will be added to the total two-phase heat transfer coeffrcient. The the average
two-phase heat tansfer coeffrcient multþlied by the total inside surface area of the tube
is equal to the total two-phase heat transfer coeffrcient multiplied by the sectional area
of the tube. The average two-phase heat tansfer coefñcient can be determined in
Equation 3.25. The two-phase pressure drops of the refrigerant at each grid point will
be added up to the total two-phase pressure drop in Equation 3'26'
Similarly, for the air, the heat transfer coefficient of air at each grid point will be added
to the total heat transfer coefficient of air. The average heat transfer coefficient
multiplied by the total outside surface area of the tube is equal to the total two-phase
heat transfer coefñcient multiplied by the sectional area of the tube. The average heat
transfer coefficient of air can be determined in Equation 3.28.
3.8 Summary
Computational fluid dynamics and experimental techniques for this project have been
reviewed. The comparison of the general CFD and AuCFD method have also been
made in section 3.4. AuCFD is a unique one-dimensional analysis of two phase heat
transfer coeffrcients and pressure drops of refrigerants in horizontal evaporator tubes
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which estim4tes the transport properties of refrigerants. With the use of flowcharts, the





This chapter describes the validation of the AuCFD code developed and a first-order
accurate finite diflerence approach applied to the scheme. The validation of the AUCFD
code is achieved by using error analysis to check the accuracy and stability of the
computer programs under all flow conditions. The round-off error is investigated to
establish how it affects the computational results. Under different flow conditions, the
independence of grid spacings, Å/, is tested to obtain six-decimal-place accuracy of
pressure drops, with the use of different numbers of iterations , n and pipe lengths, Z where
L= Llxn.
Finally, in this chapter, the independence of the grid spacing is recommended which
minimisesthe effors inthe AuCFD code.
4.2 Grid independence
The independence of grid spacing can be derived using a theoretical approach shown in
Chapter 3, which minimises the computational errors. The curve of grid spacing, A/,




Figure 4.1 -Relationship between round-offerror and grid spacing, Ll
In Figure 4.1, it can be seen that the round-off error is increasing as the grid spacing is
increased and the number of iterations is decreased. The grid spacing varies with the
inputs of vapour qualþ, liquid and vapour enthaply, heat flux, mass flux, the number of
iterations, and diameter and length of the pipe. Further validation of the grid spacing
will be shown after the rotmd-off enor is discussed.
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4.2.1 Experimental results
The following table is extracted from Souza et al (1995) where Rl2 refrigerantwas used
in a horizontal tube 1.2954m long and 10.92 mm diameter. The results of the total
pressure drops are compared with the computational results with independent grid
spacings derived in the next section.
Tahle 4.1 - Validationmodels used - from Souza et al (1995)
4.2.2 Computational results
The computational results a¡e shown in the following Table 4.2. T\e input parameters
are obtained from Table 4.1 in accordance with the test numbers. V/ith the use of
Equation 3.18 and Souza et al's data, the independence of grid spacing can be
determined as follows:
Ll= (3.18)

























The round-off error is the numerical error introduced during a repetitive number of
calculations, in which the computer is constantþ rounding the numbers to some
significant figure. In some calculations, the magnitude of the round-off error is
proportionalto the number of grid points in the problem domain. In these cases, refining
the grid may decrease the truncation error but increase the round-offerror. The ror¡nd-off
error is definedby Lewis et aI (1983) as follows:





L : pipe length, (m)
E, : value between 0 and pipe length (m)
N : grid spacing, (m)
f" :fourthorderaccuracy.
The aim of this section is to analyse the round-offerror which exists in the scheme with a
relationship between grid spacing, tube length and number of iterations. The round-off
error is mainly influenced by the number of iterations tmdertaken when running the
program. In order to test the significance of the round-offerror, a calculated grid spacing,
A/ from Equation 3.18 was used in the models with various tube length, heat flux and
different numbers of iterations. Using a first order accuracy finite difference method as
shown in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3), a suitable grid spacing Â/ of the pipe is used in the
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scheme. The relationship between the number of iterations a the grid spacing A/ and the
total pipe length,I is shownbelow:
L:Llxn.
If the number of iterations is changed, the grid spacing will be changed to balance the
equation. In order to use Equation 4.1 for calculating ror¡nd-off elrors, Equation 3.12 is
differentiated to /(x).
Í(x) =þ1, =1* 6' -1Þ''" (l * 0s524rx:o"u) (3.12)
Differentiate Equation 3 . 1 2,
.f ' (*) =1.75ç' -rÞ0" * A (4.2)
Assume A is approaching to 0 and elminated, then differentiate Equation (4.2) to the
fourth derivatives where t is the property index (see Eqt. 2.29) developed by Sotna et al
(lees).
f '' (r): oAo625x-2'2s (c' -t). (4.3)
4.3.1 Testing procedure for round'off estimation model
Two different flow conditions from Table 4.1 are used to determine the iterations, n so that
the composite Simpson rule can give the value of two-phase presstue drops correct to six
digits after the decimal point, assuming that correlations for two-phase pressure drops can
be calculated accwately.
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In test no. l, as f(t):þ1,:l*(rt -lÞt"(l* O.OSZ+Xl,'o"u), L : 1.2954, LI









The absolute error is maximum in Equation 4'3' 'f '' (x) = 0'40625*-z'zs:0'6769 when x














4.3.2 Test results for the round-off estimation model
The test results for two different flow conditions using the above parameters are shown.




Table 4.3 - Two-phase pressure drops versus iterations in test no.l


















Two-phase pressure drops (kPa), AP"Iterationrz
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Fìgure 4.2 - Round-offerrors versus iterations
Figure 4.3 - Round-offerrors versus iterations



















From the plotted graphs in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, it appe¿lrs that the trends of both curves
are similar to each other and converging to a minimum computational error with the use
of the calculated iterations (n: 6 and 15 , in test numbers I and 2 respectively on page
7S). It is obvious when the iteration is increased, the round-off error is increased
gradually. The number of iterations is dependent on the vapour quality of refrigerants,
the pipe length and the number of decimal place accuracy.
From the results of Tables 4.3 and 4.4, \¡rith the use of independent grid spacings,
0.2159m and 0.08636, it is found that the scheme can show six decimal place accuracy.
However, due to the characteristic of two-phase pressure drops from Sozau et.al.
(1995), the percentage of computational error in test no.2 is higher than test no.l. This
phenomenon will be discussed in Chapter 5.
4.4 Verification of independence of grid spacing
In order to obtain an independence of grid spacing, A/ within the pipe model, various input
configurations are used in this Chapter. The results of two-phase pressure drops using the
independence of grid spacing, A/ are compared with the experimental results from Souza
et al (1995). With the use of Equation 3.15 and Souza's data, the independence of grid









As the grid spacing Â/ varies, the number of iteration n will be changed because it is equal
to the specified pipe length Z divided by the number of sub-divisions which represent grid
spacing A/. The experimental and computationalresults are tabulatedbelow.
4.4.1 Testing procedure for the independent grid spacing model
These tests assume no pressure drops across the horizont¿l tube. The various ranges of the
heat flux q (WlrtÔ and the total length of the tube I (m) are used to obtain the same total
heat transfer, ø OID for different lengths of the tube. This means that in order to maintain
the same heat transfer, O (UD, the highest heat flux, qx8 (W-') will match with the
shortest length of tube, 0.161925 m with minimum surface area, whilst the lowest heat
f\x, q/8 (W/m1, will match with the longest length of tube, 10.3632 m, with maximum
surface area. The combinations of the heat flux and the length of tubes are qx8 ff/#)
qxa (wlrrf), q *2 (V//m2) q (w¡*), q/2 (w¡*), q/a (w/rÊ) and q/s (whÊ) and
0.161925 m to 10.3632 m respectively. The numbers of iterations are 6 and 15 for test
no.1 and 2 respectively.
4.4.2 Test results for grid independence
The test results for two different flow conditions using the above parameters were
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Fígure 1.5 - Test results for independence of grid spacing model at calculated iteration
In test no.l, the total heat transfer , ø OD is a frmction of the pipe diameter and total
length. The heat flux, ø (S//#) multipliedby the total surface area of the pipe is equal to
a constant value for total heat transfer , I $D (see Chapter 3). Since the total heat
transfer, O 0Ð is not a function of the distance, the composite Simpson Rule will not vary
the total heat transfer, I OD with the grid spacing. The straight horizontal line in Figure
4.4 veÅfies that the physics of the total heat transfer, ø (\Ð is intrinsically not grid
dependentand grid spacing, A/ is not critical.
However, in test no.2, the results are different from test no. 1 because wet enthalpy , f¿
(J/kg) is not constant with distance. 'Wet enthalpy i¡r (J/kg) varies with distance and
therefore with grid spacing within the composite Simpson's Rule. In Figure 4.5, as the
grid spacing is increased, the error is increased accordingly. It also shows a classic
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convergence.curve. Once a suffrciently fine spacing (0.011m to 0.086m) is used, an
acceptable error is attained. An error of 0.01% is considered acceptable here indicating
that a grid spacing of 0.086m should be used.
It is concludedthat test no. I is inherently grid independent. A grid spacing of 0-086m in
test no.2 is established and validated in the AuCFD code. As grid dependence will vary
from model to model, a convergence curve for grid independence should be plotted for
each case . For each of the tests in this thesis, the results have been verified to be
independentof the grid. If the differences in vapour qu¿lity, mass flux, and heat fltur are
not significantbetween the tests, re-plottingthe convergence curve is not be required-
4.5 Summary
Validation of the AuCFD was obtained by testing different grid spacings and refrigerant
flow and heat flux conditions. It is found that the round-off error is not significant with
the use of an independent grid and double-precision accuracy. With the use of the
composite Simpson's rule, a first-order implementation of the finite difference equations
yields an acceptably accurate computational model for evaporating fluid flow in a Dx
tube.
It is also validated that grid independence can be demonstrated through the convergence
zone where the error is decreased uniformly to a small value. In other words, the correct
grid size should be used in the numerical method (composite Simpson's Rule) and the
AuCFD code does converge to a solution with acceptable errors'
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The justification for using a first-order accuracy solution instead of second-order for
press¡re drop is that second order would not improve the accuracy of the solution beyond
the 20Yo deviation already accepted between the correlation used and published pressure
drop data. It is currently the best possible correlation for two-phase pressure drops
available in heat transfer freld.
These considerations have been adhered to in building models of Dx evaporators.
Round off errors can be minimised to within acceptable levels in the AuCFD code




This chapter describes the computational results for the correlations for two-phase heat
transfer coefficients and pressure drops of refrigerants . Firstly, the correlations for two-
phase heat transfer coefficients with or without pressure drops against compared to the
published data. Secondly, the correlations for two-phase pressure drop are also
compared to the published data. Finally, suitable correlations are adopted for two-phase
heat transfer coefftcients and pressure drops in the scheme.
5.1 Comparative studY
The p¡rpose of the comparative study was to verifr suitability of the correlations for
two-phase heat transfer coeffrcient and pressure drops of pwe refrigerants, Rl2 and
Rl34a. This study uses a computational technique rather than an experimental one.
Hence the published data of the other authors were reviewed and used to test against
different correlations under the same input conditions. The computational results
indicated that an appropriate correlation could be found to predict the data from Jung
and Radermacher (1989), Johnson and Chaddock (1964) and Souza et al (1995)
accurately. These results could then be used in a computational design tool for Dx
evaporators
In these results, the heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop comparisons do not take
into account the effect of lubricants that circulate in actual refrigeration systems. The
correlations adopted to determine the R134a and R12 heat transfer coefficient and
pressgre drops were developed for pure refrigerants only. The results of the
computational scheme can predict the published (experimental) data with some
deviations due to the experimental errors involved. After the comparative tests, the
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correlations for two-phase heat transfer coeffrcient and pressure drops were finally
determined and used in the computational design tool.
5.2 Conelations for two-phase heat transfer coefficient
In order to evaluate the suitability of the correlations for two-phase heat transfer
coeffrcients in the computational design tool, comparative tests were conducted and are
reported in this section. The first test was for the two-phase heat transfer coefficients
without pressure drops Rl2 and Rl34A and the second test was for the two-phase heat
transfer coeffrcients with pressure drops of Rl2 and Rl34A.
5.2.1 Test results for two-phase heat transfer coefficient without pressure
drops
For the prediction of trvo-phase heat transfer coeffrcients, the Jtrng and Radermacher
(1989), Shah (1932) and Kandlikar (1990) correlations were used and compared with
the published data of Jtrng and Radermacher (1939) and Panek (1992). Under the same
geometry of tubing, refrigerant and flow conditions from Jung and Radermacher's and
Panek's published data, the test results of each correlation were compared with its
corresponding published data.
The test conditions from Jung and Radermacher's paper are listed in Table 5.2 where the
saturated temperatures, the inlet qualities and the mass flow rates of Rl2 and Rl344 can
be found. An inner diameter of 8 mm and length of the evaporator tube of 7.96 m is
used for these tests. An average heat flux of 20 kWm2 is also applied to the tube to
provide 4 kW cooling capacity. The computational results are plotted in Figures 5.1 and
5.2. The mean deviations of different correlations (from experimental data) and the
percentage of the nucleate and convective boiling contributions are tabulated in Table
5.2.
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Saturated temperaturo (o C)
-10
Fìgure 5.1 - Comparison of experimental and computational results for HTC of RI34a.
Exp-J&R are experimental data from Jung and Radermacher, J&R are
cølculated data points using Jung and Radermacher's correlation, and
Kandlikar and Shar are calculated data points from these authors'
correlation.




























Saturated temperature (o G)
-10
Fígure 5.2 - Comparison of experimental and computational results for HTC of RI2.
Exp-J&R are experimental data from Jung and Radermacher, J&R are
calculated data points using útng and Radermacher's correlation, and
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.Kandtikar and Shar are calculated data points ftom these authors'
correlations.
Table 5.1 - Conditions þr the comparative tests
Tøble 5.2 - Test results þr mean deviation of heat transfer coeficient of Rl j4a
5.2,2 Discussions of two-phase heat transfer coeff¡c¡ents without
pressure drops
For the prediction of two-phase heat transfer coefficient, Figures 5.1 and 5.2 suggest
that Jung and Radermacher's correlation was the best in these tests with 5Y' mean
deviation. The test results indicated that the total heat transfer coefficient consisted of
5Yo nucleate boiling contribution and 95olo convective evaporation contribution.
The following Figures, 5.3 and 5.4, show that the nucleate boiling contribution

































affected by 1he product of a boiling suppression factor, N and a pool boiling heat
transfer coefficient å"o. When the vapour quallty is increased, the boiling suppression
factor is decreased due to a decreasing Martinelli's parameter, Xu. On the contrary, the
convective evaporative contribution waÉ¡ increased with the increasing vapour quallty
and was aftected by the two-phase enhancement factor, F and single-phase heat transfer
coeffrcient, å¡o. When the vapour quallty is increased, the two-phase enhancement
factor was increased more than the decreasing single-phase heat transfer coefficient.
Hence the convective evaporative contribution became dominant.
Kandlikar's correlation predicted the experimental data with an averaged deviation of
19.6%. This correlation was selected for testing due to its generalised nature, being
developed for databases from several researchers that use R12 as one of the primary
ftuids. However, Rl2 will be phased out by the year of 2000 completely and Rl34a will
become a substitute; therefore, the correlation developed from R12 databases cannot be
used as a long-term and practical resources.
Shah's correlation predicted the experimental data with a mean deviation of 18.8%.
Shah did not break up his correlation into nucleate boiling and convective boiling terms.
It should be noted that of the 60 experimental points, only 6 are found to be in the
bubble suppression regime with the others in the convective boiling regime. This means







































Figure 5.3 - Nucleate boiling and convective evaporation contributions in two-phase






Jung and Radermachercorrelat¡on for HTG; T-s = 0 
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Figure 5.4 - Nucleate boiling and convective evaporation contributions in two-phase
he at transfer còfficient.
5.2.g Test results for two-phase heat transfer coeff¡c¡ent with pressure
drops
For the prediction of two-phase heat transfer coefficients with pressure drops, the test
conditions from Panek's paper (lgg2) were used to compare with the computational
results of Souza et. al's correlation (1995) for pressure drops and Jung and
Radermacher's correlation (1989a) for heat transfer coeff,tcient. The results are detailed
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in Table 5.3. A horizontal tube of diameter l0.2l lmm and length 2.642m was
modelled. The computational results are plotted in Figure 5.5.
The experimental data from Johnson and Chaddock (1964) was tested against the
computational results from Jung and Radermacher's correlation (1989a)for heat transfer
coeffrcients to demonstrate the applicability of Jung and Radermacher's correlation to
data of other investigations. A comparison between experimental and computational
data is shown in Figure 5.6.





















































Heat transbr cffi¡ont of Rl34a tests
with preecure drops
Figure 5.5 - Results of RI34a tests. Exp-Panek are experimental data from Panelç
CompJ&R are calculated data from Jung and Radermacher's (1990)
correlation.
A comparison of Johnson & Ghaddock's experirrental and
























Figure 5.6 - Comparison of experimental and computational results for HTC of Rl2.
Exp-J&C are experimental data from Johnson and Chsddock, Comp-J&R
are calculated datafrom Jung and Radermacher's (1990) cotelation.
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5.2.4 Discussion of two-phase heat transfer coefficient with pressure
drops
From Figure 5.5, it can be seen that the computational results have a good prediction of
the experimental data with less than l0% variation except test numbers. 4, 5- and 6.
Due to the overprediction of trvo-phase pressure drops of the refrigerants in test numbers
4, 5 and 6, the saturated temperature of refrigerants was also decreased accordingly.
The heat transfer coefficients were therefore increased with the decreasing saturated
temperature as the vapour quallty was increased. This implied that the application of
Souza et al's correlation for two-phase pressure drops could not well predict the heat
exchanger with over 2}kWlnl cooling capacity. Some inaccurate predictions of the
above results ufere caused by the over-predicted pressure drops which could affect the
value of the heat transfer coeffrcient of the tube. In Figure 5.6, the computational data
from Jung and Radermacher's correlation and the experimental data of Johnson and
Chaddock ate compared to veriff that Jung and Radermacher's correlation could predict
the two-phase heat transfer coefficients consistently under different flow conditions of
the refrigerant, Rl2.
As a generalisation, Jung and Radermacher's correlation for two-phase heat transfer
coefficient is reliable for predicting heat transfer of boiling flow within tubes.
5.3 Correlations for two-phase pressure drops
The aim of these tests was to find a suitable correlation for two-phase pressure drops for
use in the computational scheme (AuCFD) - the results of comparative tests are reported
in this section. Firstly, computational results from Jung and Radermacher's and Souza
and Pimenta's correlations were compared with the experimental data points from
Johnson and Chaddock (1964). Secondly, one of the above correlations was selected to
be used based on the test results from section 5.3.1. Finally, the computational results
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of the selectpd correlation were compared with Souza et al's experimental data as an
independent'check of the correlation's general applicability The test conditions and test
results are illustrated as follows.
5.3.1 Test results for two-phase pressure drops of R12
The test conditions from Johnson and Chaddock are shown in Table 5.4. and the
comparative test results are plotted in Figure 5.7. The test results of Souza et al's
experimental and computational data are presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.























































Figure 5.7 - fwo-phase pressure drops of R12 (not available in the literature for
RI34a). Exp-J&C are experimental data points from Johnson and
Chaddock (1964), Comp-Jung are calculated data points from Jung and
Radermacher's (1990) correlation and Comp-Souza are computational
data points from Souza and Pimenta's correlation.
5.3.2 Discussion of two-phase pressure drops of Rl2
Table 5.4 and Figure 5.7 indicate that the computational data scheme based on Souza
and Pimenta's correlation for two-phase pressure drops predicted Johnson and
Chaddock's experimental data much better than the computational scheme based on
Jung and Radermacher's correlation. However, if the heat flux is larger than 20 kWm2,
Souza and Pimenta's correlation does not yield a good prediction of pressure drops.
Souza and Pimenta (1995) presented that the trends of the frictional pressure drops
changes sharply around a quality of 85Yo which is called the peaking effect. The flow
changes from annular to spray regime. A physical explanation for a such variation of
pressrre drop is that this change means a sizeable drop of shear stress at the wall, as the
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liquid viscosþ is 20 times the vapour viscosity. At around vapour quality of 85olo,
specially if the evaporator tube is heated, the wall tends to dry up. Further testing has
been canied out to veriff Souza and Pimenta's correlation.
5.3.3 Test results of two-phase pressure drops of R12 and Rl34a
The foltowing test results used the experimental data from Souza et al (1993) to verit
whether Souza and Pimenta's correlation for two-phase pressure drops can be applied to
any flow conditions in horizontal Dx tubes.
Table 5.5 - Input conditionsfor two-phase pressure drops of Rl2 and Rl34a
























Rl34e, m¡s¡ frux = 2ü) - 500 kg/nfs
heatflux=5-30kWlm2
Figure 5.8 - two-phase pressure drops of RI34a. Exp-Souza are experimental data
points from Souza et.al. and Comp-Souza are calculated data points form
Souza and Pimenta's correlation-
Figure 5.9 - two-phase pressure drops of Rt2. Exp-Souza are experimental data points



















Rl2, rnass flux = 200 - 500 kg/m2s,
heatflux=5-30kW/m2
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5.3.4 Discussion of two-phase preasure drops of Rl2 and Rl34a
In Figures 5:8 and 5.9, Souza and Pimenta's correlation performed well in predicting
two-phase pressure drops of refrigerant Rl2 and Rl34a with less tharl- 20o/o mean
deviation. Rl34a is a potential replacement of Rl2 and, the results of two-phase
presswe drops of Rl34a were better than R12. The computational results of R134a in
Figure 5.8 were similar to those in Souza et. al's published data. Souza and Pimenta's
conelation is the best for predicting two-phasq pressure drops in the present research
field and reliable enough to be used in the AuCFD.
5.4 Summary of the fesf resulfs
As can be seen from the above test results, Jung and Radermacher's (1990) correlation
for two-phase heat tansfer coefücients and Souza and Pimenta's (1995) correlation for
two-phase pressure drops predicted well the experimental data from the other
researchers. The mean deviations for the computational results were acceptable,
therefore, these correlations were used as the empirical bases in the AuCFD
computational scheme developed here. In general, heat transfer coefftcient correlations











FINAL MODEL FOR AuGFD
6.1 lntroduction
This chapter will describe how to use the final model for a Dx tube, its applications and
limitations. The Dx tube is a direct heat exchanger where incoming fluids will be
heated or cooled as they pass tlrough the tubes. The final model calculated the two-
phase and superheated heat transfer coeffrcients and pressure drops of refrigerants and
heat transfer coeffrcients of air. As mentioned in Chapter l, the main aim of this
scheme is to develop a unique model for calculating two-phase heat transfer coefficients
and pressure drops of refrigerant in horizontal tubes. The addition of the superheated
region and airside calculations are simple augmentations to the design tool. The model
is an air to refrigerant heat exchanger where constant or variable heat flux is transferred
from the air flow through the tube wall to the refrigerant. The following will show how
to build the model and use the execution files of the model.
6.2 A big picture of the model
The model includes three different regions, tubeside, airside and superheated. The
tubeside region is mainly concemed with the two-phase flow of the refrigerant inside the
tube calculating heat transfer coeff,rcients, vapour quality, transport properties and
pressure drops. The airside region only manipulates heat transfer coefficients of cross-
flowing air. After the refrigerant has become 100% vapour inside the tube, the
superheated region takes over from the tubeside region and starts to calculate













Fígure 6.1 - Model with superheated region
Figure 6.2 - Model without superheated region
where:
L : total length of tube (m)















Figure 6.1, shows the case where superheating occurs; in the tubeside region, the inlet
vapour quality x of refrigerant increases as it passes through the tube gaining heat
energy from the hot airside Then, in the superheated region, the vapour quality of
refrigerant becomes greater than I before it comes out of the tube. On the other hand, in
Figure 6.2, no superheated region is modelled because the vapour quahty of the
refrigerant was less than I when it reached the tube end. The model, with or without
superheated region, depends on the variables such as inlet vapour quality, mass flow
rate, saturated temperature of refrigerant and quantity of heat flux applied to the tube.
To control whether the region is superheated, a control loop for the tubeside region is
used to monitor the vapour quahty of refrigerant. If the qualrty is still less than l, the
control loop will continue to execute the tubeside functions. If the quality is greater
than l, the confol loop for Tubeside region will jump into the other control loop for the
superheated region. The control loop for the superheated region lapses when the
interval n is greater than the total-length. The totalJength is equal to n*1, where n:L/L,
t.
6.2.1 Tubeside region
In this region , the main task is to determine the two-phase heat transfer coefficients and
pressure drops of the refrigerant under various flow conditions which is the main focus
of this thesis. With the use of the control loop for tubeside region, the functions for
transport properties of the refrigerant at arry saturated temperature or iteration number
are extracted from the specified refrigerant property program. As all the required
refrigerant properties are calculated, the two-phase heat transfer coefficients and
pressgre drops will be found out. 'When the refrigerant exits the tubeside region, the
average two-phase heat transfer coefficient and the total two-phase pressure drops are








are shown below. Equation 6.1 is used to accumulate the two-phase heat transfer
coefficient of the refrigerant. With Equation 6.2 the average two-phase heat transfer
coeffrcient of the refrigerant can be determined. The total two-phase pressure drop is
also accumulated by the frictional and accelerational pressure drops in Equation 6-3.
*htc_t =*htc_t +h_tp
*htc tx AI
htc av Lx PI x ID
* dp_t =*dp_t + dp + dp_o
where:
AI : internal surface area of tube (m'?)
ID : internal diameter of tube (m)
dp : two-phase frictional pressure drops (Pa)
dp_a : two-phase accelerational pressure drops (Pa)
*dp_t : total two-phase pressure drops (Pa): LP,o
htc-av: average two-phase heat transfer coefficients (Wm2 t<)
*htc-t : total two-phase heat transfer coefficients (Wm2 K)
h-tp : two-phase heat transfer coefficient s (Wlmz.K): h*
L : length of tube (m)
PI : represent circle constant æ
Superscript








As the air ¡iasses over outside of the tubes, the heat transfer coefficient of air is
calculated using Equations 3.29. In Equation 3.29, the heat transfer coefficient of air,
h_air is calculated using Brigg and Young's correlation (1965) which is based on a
configuration of finned tube heat exchanger using velocities in the minimum flow cross-
sectional area. The equations for calculating the average heat transfer coefficient of air
in the heat exchanger are shown in Equations, 6.4 and 6.5. The equation for calculating
the heat transfer rate between the air and the refrigerant is also expressed as Equation
6.6 where T¡ and T_air are the refrigerant and air temperatures respectively on each
side of the wall.










AO : external surface area of tube (m1
AI : internal surface area of tube (m1
ID : internal diameter of tube (m)
OD : external diameter of tube (m)
k cu : conductivity of copper tube (Wm K)
h air : heat transfer coefficients of air : fto (Wm2 K)
h airt : total heat transfer coefficients of air (Wm2 f¡
h-airav: average heat transfer coefficients of air (Wlm2 f¡
L : length of tube (m)
PI : represent circle constant æ
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T_air : air temperature ("C)
T_s = reftigerant temperature (oC)
0 : heat üansfer rate (W)
Superscript
* : coeffrcient evaluated at saturated temperature of refrigerant.
6.2.3 Superheated region
The major difference between the superheated and tubeside regions is the vapour quality
of the refrigerant. When the vapour qualrty of the refrigerant is greater than l, it means
that the region is superheated and no more liquid refrigerant exist in those areas' Also,
all the refrigerant properties are referred to the vapour state only. The refrigerant is
commonly superheated by arotrnd 6 K to ensure no "slugs" of liquid in a heterogeneous
flow enter and darnage the compressor.
The main task of this part of the program is to determine the superheated heat transfer
coeffrcients of the refrigerant. As the control loop is transferred from tubeside region to
superheated region, due to x>1, AuCFD starts to calculate the superheated heat transfer
coefficients of the refrigerant. Since only low superheat occurs, the saturated
temperature of the refrigerant is assumed valid for calculating the refrigerant properties.
The equations used from Dittus-Boelter (1930) for the calculation of superheated heat
transfer coeffrcients are developed in section 3.5and shown as Equation 6'7 below.
h_SH = 0.023Re-got Pt-go'o
where:
h-SH : superheated heat transfer coefficient 1Wm2 f¡
Re_g : vapour Reynolds number: Rer: Rou




There a¡e two different AuCFD executable files available for users: Au-Rl34a.exe and
Au-Rl2.exe which are used for calculating two-phase heat transfer coeffrcients and
pressure drops of refrigerant, Rl34a and Rl2 and heat transfer coeffrcients of air. Using
the Turbo C++ software package, these two files can be copied into a sub-directory of
Turbo C++ and are ready to be used.
To run the files directly, double click either Au-l34a.exe or Au-Rl2.exe icons from File
Manager or enter the Turbo C#l environment and edit the execution file.
6.4 lnput of variables
Under the heading of "Computational Scheme for HTC and Pressure drops", the
computer will require the user to type in relevant data and press "Enter". The following
shows the questions as they appear on the screen.
Comoutational Schemefor IITC and Pressure drops
Enter a length of a horizontal tube (m)...
Enter an internal diameter of a horizontal tube (m)...
Enter an external diameter of a horizontal tube (m)...
Enter a saturated temperatur" (q of refrigerant at inlet.'.
Enter a massflow rate (kg/i), mdot...
Enter a vapour quality, x...
Enter a air temperature(C) passing over a heat exchanger...
Enter a air mass flow rate (rn/s) passing over a heat exchanger...
Enter fin height (m)...
Enter fin thiclcness (m) ...
Enter distance between adjacent fins (m) ...
Enter heatflux condition: constant:0, variable :1...
Enter a heatflux of air (lV/*')...
Ensure all input data is correct before pressing the 'Enter' key. If wrong data is entered,
make the constant heat flux value '0' and press the 'Enter' key. The program then
reinitialise the user input routine. If all values were entered correctlY, the program will
execute and print all input and ouþut data on the screen.
6,5 Ouþut of variables
If the execution is successfully completed, the screen will show reiterate the input
values and list the output variables as follows:
Input Data
The length of a horizontal tube (m) is
The diameter of a horizontal tube (m) is
The saturated temperatur" (C¡ of refrigerant at inlet is
The massflow rate (kg/s), mdot is
The inlet vapour quality, x is
The air temperature(C) passtng over heat exchanger is
The qir velocity (m/s) passing over heat exchanger is
The fin height (m) is
The fin thicløess (m) ß
The distance between adjacentfins (m) is
The heat flux condition is
The heatflux of air ¡Wm2¡ x
Outout Data
The total two-phase pressure drops : dp_t
The two-phase average heat transfer cofficient: htc av :
The superheated heat transfer cofficient: h SH:
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The heat transÍer cofficient of air: h-air =
As can be seen from above, all the input data can be checked to enst¡re that the input
data is entered correctly.
6.6 Error Codes
If the execution is unsuccessful, the most common messages are:
Floating point error: Divide by 0
"Divide by 0" means the result is infinitive, such as 1.0/0.0.
Floating point emor: Domain
"Domain" means the result is not a number, like 0.0/0.0.
Floating point error: Overflow
"Overflod' means the result is infinitive with complete loss of precision, such as
assigning 1e200+1e200 to a double.
The messages indicate that some input data is inappropriate or some typing erÏors were
made during the data input.
6.7 Printing input and output data
When the input and output data are shown on the screen, it is easy to print the data by
pressing the 'Print Screen' button on the keyboard.
6,8 Summary of final model for AUCFD
The AuCFD code is a useful design tool for calculating the heat capacity (W) of air
conditioning or refügeration units by using the values of two-phase and superheated
heat transfer coefficients, pressure drops of refrigerants and heat transfer coefficient of
air. Any user, even with little computational experience, should be able to use the
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package. A limit¿tion of the AuCFD package is that the execution files of the model





This chapter draws conclusions about two major achievement of this research work.
Firstly, the development of a computational scheme, AuCFD for calculating two-phase
heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops in direct expansion heat exchangers. The
second major work was the investigations of other researchers' empirical correlations for
heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops in general application for heat exchanger
design.
Finally, some recommendations will be made for the futtlre development of the present
work.
7.2 Development of a computational scheme
Using the scheme developed here, a design engineer can estimate the size of a heat
exchanger needed using various input parameters, such as the tube diameter and length,
the satwated temperature, the mass flow rate of the refrigerants and the constant heat
flux applied to the tube. 'The scheme contains two separate Rl2 and Rl34A
refrigerants' execution files for the engineer to compare the perforrnance of R12 with
R1344 under the same test conditions. The scheme can be used in the following
applications:
¡ Theoretical estimation of two-phase heat transfer coefficient and pressure drops of
Rl2 or Rl34a flowing through a horizontal tube are achieved using the scheme. Heat
lll
exchanger size can be optimised for any particular power output (kW) requirement in
air conditioning or refrigeration plants'
o Comparative tests of two-phase heat transfer coefficients and presswe drops of Rl2
and Rl34a can be done under the same conditions. This will allow re-design and
retrofitting of existing R12 systems with Rl34a.
7.2.1 Verification of the scheme
As can be seen in Chapter 4, the AuCFD code has been validated under different flow
conditions $rith gdd independence. The main technique used in the scheme is a finite
difference method which can be applied to the equations for the energy balance of
refrigerants flowing in a horizontal tube. The composite Simpson rule is used to
calculate the values for two-phase pressure drops. Using a numerical error analysis, the
round-off e11ors were found to be insignificant in the scheme and a first order of
accuracy is used in the correlations'
As can be seen from the test results in Chapter 5, with a first order scheme, the
prediction of heat transfer coeffrcients of the refrigerants w¿Ìs better than the prediction
of pressure drops. Also, the prediction of pressure drops of R134a was better than the
pressure drops of Rl2. It can be explained as follows:
. The correlations for two-phase heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops were
developed particularly for some new working fluids in the industry such as Rl34a.
11 2
o As Rl34a.becomes more popular and Rl2 has phased out, more accurate correlations
for Rl34a transport properties a¡e available in the industry.
7.3 Comparison of correlations
A comparison of the researchers' empirical correlations for heat transfer and pressure
drop were made in Chapter 2. Most of the researchers stated that their correlations were
derived from the empirical data and predicted two-phase flow mechanisms. However,
their correlations were developed from their own specific tube configurations and flow
conditions. The deviations between the correlations for predicting the data were
significant, therefore the selection of a suiøble correlation must be conducted carefully.
The tube size, flow conditions, and applications of the coefFrcients are considered as a
selection criteria. After Jung and Radermacher's (1989a) and Souza and Pimenta's
(1995) correlations for two-phase heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops have been
investigated, their correlations were validated in Chapter 4 and were selected to be used
in the AuCFD code. In Chapter 5, a series of comparisons between the correlations and
the published data were carried out, Jung and Radermacher's (1989a) and Souza and
Pimenta's (1995) correlations were selected to be used in the AuCFD scheme.
7.4 Recommendations for AUCFD
For future development of the current work, there are some recommendations to be
made:
General correlations for two-phase pressure drops need to be developed to suit all
applications for different fluids.
o
1
. Two-pha:¡e pressure drops due to bend losses should be investigated'
o Experiméntal data is required to confirm computational data.
r Using computational and experimental techniques, further investigations for
correlation for two-phase heat hansfer coeffrcients are required for different
refrigerants.
o Various heat fluxes and oil lubricants in the system should be studied'
o Vertical tube arrangement and bends should be added to the tubeside calculations.
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The following is a list of the main program, 97comp.cpp, which contains all major
equations for calculating two-phase and superheated heat transfer coefficient and
pressgre drop and heat tansfer coeffrcient of air. The requirements of input and ouþut
parameters and the control loops for the Tubeside, Superheated and Airside regions are
also included.
il
// Computational scheme for two phase IITC & pressure drops.
// Prograrn name : 9Tcompl.cpp






// global (external) constants
const double PI: 3.1415927;
const double g:9.81;

































ll Atr side heat transfer coefücient and superheated region of refrigerant
double compact (double,double,double,double);
double HTC super(double,double,double);
// input variables from published data
voìd read(double&,dõuble&,double&,double&,double&,double&,double&,double&,
double&,double&);
// output file declaration
FrLE *dþ;
main0
{ // ouþut parameter
void tubeside(double*,double*,double+,double,double,double,double,double,
double, double*,double*,double*,int,double,double, doublet);









































// open data frle
dþ = fopen("c :\compsch'xls","w");
þrintf(dþ,"x\t h-þ\t dp\n");

















cout(("MAIN' x = "<<quality<<endl;
cout("MAIN: freon-temp : rr(( freon-temp<<endl;
cout("MAIN: enthalpy = "((oDthalpy<<endl;




\ llendof while looP
Iilrutia\ization and loop for superheated region
wall-temp : frs6n-1smP *2. I ;
cout("\nSuperheated Region" <<endl ;
while (interval < total-length)
{ cout<<"\n\nITERATION NO. "<<interval<<endl;
cout("MAIN. x : "<<quality<<endl;
cout(("MAIN: freon-temp : rr( freon-temp<<endl;
cout(("MAlN: enthalpy - "<<enthalpy<<endl;




cprintf("\nlnput and Ouþut Data\r\n");
cprintf("--- -----b\o");
cprintf("The tength of a horizontal tube (m) is ");
cout<<L<<endl;
cprintf("The internal diameter of a horizontal tube (m) is ");
cout<<ID<<endl;
cprintf("The external diameter of a horizontal tube (m) is ");
cout<<OD<<endl;
cprintf("The saturated temperature (oC) of refrigerant is ");
cout<(T s<<endl;
cprintf("The mass flow rate(kg/s),mdot is ");
cout<<mdot<<endl;
cprintf("The inlet vapour quality,x is ");
cout<<x<<endl;





cprintf(*The constant heat flur (V//m2),q is ");
cout<<q<<endl;




cprintf("THE TWO PHASE AVERAGE FIEAT TRANISFER COEFFICIENT:
htc_av: t')l
cout<<htc av<<endl;
cprintf("THE SLTPERflEATED HEAT TRAÌ{SFER COEFFICIENT: h-SH: ")'
cout<<h_SH<<endl;




void tubeside(double +T-s,double *x,double *i-fg,double l,double mdot, double q,
double IDdouble OD, double L,double *q-sum,double +dp-ldouble 
+htc-t,



























Q : (T-ur - *T-ù((1.0/h-tPtAI))+
(log(OD/ID/(2.0+PI+k-cu+l))+( I .0(h-atu*Ao)));
dp-anress-drop-acc(ID,* T-s,mdot,+x);
oõuI<<"TUBESIDE: dp-a : "<<dp-a<<endl;
m_factor - Ma¡tinelli(+T-s, * x) ;
cout<<uTUBESIDE: Xtt = "(m-factor<<endl;
F : ht_factor(+T-s,tx);
cout("TUBESIDE: F : "<(F<(endl;
h-l : laminar-coeff(ID,rT-s, mdot,tx);
cout("TUBESIDE: h-l = "<<h-l<<endl;
N : nb-factor(ID,+T-s, mdot,*x,q);
cout("TUBESIDE: N = "(<N<<endl;
h_sa: nb-coeff(tT-t,Ð;
cout<<"TUBESIDE: h-sa : "<<h-sa<(endl;
h-Þ : Jung-coeffQD,+T-s,mdot,*x,Ð;
cout<<"TUBESIDE: h-tp : "<<h-Þ<<endl;
cout(("TUBESIDE: x : "(<tx<<endl;
cout("TUBESIDE: Q : "(Q<<endl;
*q sum:*q-sum*Q;
þrintf(dþ, " o/og\t %g\t %g\n", 
*x,h-tp,dp) ;
else
cour((,,TUBESIDE ERROR: FLTIX CONDITION NOT SPECIFIED"<<endI;
// ouþut conditions
*i_fg: (Q/mdot) + *i-fg;
oout(("TIIEIESIDE: *i-fg : "<<*i-fg<<endl;
P_s: saturated-pressure(*T-s)-dp-dp-a;
oout(("TIJBESIDE: P-s : "((P s((endl;
* T-s:saturated-temperature (P-s) ;
cout(("TUBESIDE: *T-s - "<<*T-s<<endl;
i_ts liquid-enthalPY(* T-s);
cout(("TUBESIDE: i f : tt<' i-f<<endl;
i-g: vapow-enthalPY(* T-s) ;
cout(("TIJBESIDE: i-g : "<<i-g<<endl;
** : 1*i-fg-i-Ð/(l-g-i-Ð;
h-aircompact(T-air,V-air, * T-s,OD) ;
cout("AIRSIDE: h-air - "<(h-air<<endl;
* h-airt :*h-airt+h-air;
L*PI*OD);
HTC OF AIR: h airav:"((h-airav<<endl;
htc_av = *htc_t*AI/(L*PI*ID);
t24
cprintf("TWo PHASE AVERAGE HTC OF REFIGERANT : htc-av:")'
cout<<htc av<<endl;
*dp-t: rdp-t +dP+dP-a;
.out ."TOTAL PRESSURE DROPS OF REFRIGERAì'IT: dp-t:
"<<*dp_t<<endl;
) // end tubeside
void superheat(doubte *T-s, double *i g, double *T-w,double ID, double OD,double q,
double T-air, double l,double mdot, double h-air, double 
+q-sum,
int flux, double V-air)
{//Start superheat: heat transfer in the superheated region
double AO,
AI,
//outside heat transfer area
//inside heat transfer area
k-cu:386.0, // thermal conductivity of pure copper tubing






h_SH : HTC-super(*T-s, mdot,ID);
cout((" SUPERIIEAT: h-SH :"(( h-SH<<endl;
dp-SH : press-drop-super(ID,*T-s,mdot,l);




Q : (T_air - *T_s)/((I.0/h_SH*AI))+
(log(OD/ID)/(2.0*PI*k-cu*l))+(l .0/(h-air*AO)));
else
oout(("SUPERHEAT ERROR: FLUX CONDITION NOT
SPECIFIED"((enrll;
cout(("SUPERHEAT: Q :"(( Q<<endl;
*q-sum: *q-5um*Q;
*T_w: (Q/h_SH*AI) + *T_s ;
cout("sUPERHEAT: tT w:"(( *T w<<endl;
// ouþut conditions
*i_g: (Q/mdot) * *i_g;
t25
P_s : saturated_pressure(*T-s) - dp-SH;
cout<<"SUPERHEAT: P-s ="(( P s<<endl;
tT-s 
= saturated-temperaûre(P s);
coíI{<'SUPERHEAT: *T-s :"((tT-s<<endl ;
h-air-compact(T-air,V-air, + T-s,OD) ;
cout<<"AIRSIDE : h-air"<<h-air<<endl;
\ llendsuperheat
void read(double& L, double& ID, double& oD, double& T-s,doublea 
mlo¡







cprintf(''\n\nComputational scheme for HTC and Pressure drops\r\n'');
rpriotf("-- -----k\o");
rptitrtf("nnt"t a length of a horizontal tube (m)"'");
cin>>L;
cprintf(;Enær an inæmal diameter of a horizontal tube (m)...");
cin>>ID;
cprintf("Enter an external diameter of a horizontal tube (m)...");
cin>>OD;
cprintf("Enter a saturated temperature (oc) of refrigerant...");
cin>> T_s;
cprintf('-Enter a mass flow rate(kg/s),mdot"' ") ;
cin>>mdot;
cprintf("Enter a vaporr quality,x. "");
cin>>x;
cprintf("Enter air temperature (oc) across heat exchanger'..");
cin>> T air;
cprintf("Enter air velocity (r¡n/s) across heat exchanger"'");
cin>> V air;
cprintf("Enter heat flux condition, constant:0, variable: 1"'");
cin>>flux;
cprintf("Enter a heat flux (Wm2), q."");
cin>>q;
Ì
double boiling-number(double lD,double T-s,double mdot'double 
q)
{l I startboiling-number:calulation of J&R boiling number
double Bo, // boiling number
i f, // liquid enthalPY
G; // mass velcoitY
t26
)











/ I Lainrinar heat tansfer coefftcient
// Reynold number
// thermal conductivþ of liquid




//dynamic viscosity of liquid
// vapour density
// dynamic viscosity of vaPour
double lamina¡-coeff(double IDdouble T-s,double mdot,double x)
{//start lamina¡_coeff: to determine the laminar heat transfer coefficient
ll at saturated temperature and vapour qualtty.
mu_f,
k_f : liquid_conductivtty(T-Ð ;
mu_F liquid_viscosity(T-s) ;
Pr f : liquid_Prandtl(T-s);
Ps : (mdot+4.0)/(mu_f*Pl*ID);
h-l : 0. 02 3 * (k-flID) * pow(Re * ( I . 0 -x)),0. 8) * pow(Pr-f'0.4) ;
return h l;
double Martinelli(double T_s,double x)




mu_f : liquid_viscosity(T_s) ;








double mass_velocity(double lDdouble mdot)
{// start mass-velocity: calculation of mass velocþ (kg/m2s)
double G;
G = 4.0 t mdoV(PItpow(ID,2.0));
retum G;
double ht_factor(double T_s, double x)
{// start ht_factor: function to determine J&R (F)
double F,
X_tt;
I I heattransfer eqiancement factor
X_tt = Martinelli(T_s,x);
F:2.37*pow((0. I 29F I .0D(_tt),0.85);
return F;
)
double nb-factor(double ID,double T-s, double mdot, double x,double q)
{// start nb_factor: fr¡nction to determine J&R (N)










cout("NUCLEATE: X_tt out of range"(<endl;
return N;
double nb_coeff(double T_s,double q)























mu_Fliquid_vi sco sity(T_Ð ;
mu_g:vapour_vi sco stty(T_Ð ;
ppi -pow(rho/rhov,0.5)*pow(mu3/mu_f, 0. I 25);
retum ppi;
)
double Jung-coeff(double ID,double T-s,double mdot,double x,double q)















double press_drop(doubte ID,double T_s,double mdot, double x,double l)
{ll startpress_drop : function to determine two phase pressure drop














// pressure drop multiplier




mu_F liquid_visco sity(T_s) ;
X_tt : Martinelli(T_s,x) ;
ps: (G*ID)/mu_f;
f : 0.07 9 /pow(Re,0.25);
multi: I +((ppi *ppi- I ) * pow(x, I . 7 5)) * ( I + 0.9 524* ppi 
* pow(X-tt,0 .4126));
dp : (2.0 * f*G*G*l*multi)/(rho+ID);
cout(<"TUBESIDE: multi : " <<multi<<endl;
cout<<"TUBESIDE: ppi : " <<ppi<<endl;
return dp;
double press_drop_acc(double ID,double T_s, double mdot, double x)






dp-a:0.00689* þow(G,2.0/g)* ( 1 -x)+x+(rho/rhov)- I )/tho;
reh¡rn dp_a;
)
double compact(double T-air, double V-ai¡, double T-s, double OD)








// Air side heat transfer coefficient
Re_air : çV_air* OD *rho_air)/mu_air;
Nu-air : 0. 6 8 3 * pow(Re-air,0. 466) * pow@r-air'2. 0) ;
h_air : (Nu_air*k_air)/OD ;
return h_air;
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double HTC-supe(double T-s, double mdot double ID)
{tt $^rfHTC-super: calcuate superheated IITC using Dith¡s and Boelter
I
muj : vapour_viscosity(T-s) ;
PrJ : vapour-Prandtl(T-s);
Re_g = (4.0+ mdot/(PltlDtmuS);






double pless_drop_super(double IDdouble T-sdouble mdot double l)
{ tlstart press-drop : function to determine pressure drop














Re g: (4.0* mdot)(Pl*ID*mu-g);
f : 0.3 l6lpow(Re9,0.25) ;
U_m: mdol(rhov*Al);
dp_SH :(f* l+rhov*pow(U-m,2. 0))(2.0*ID);








This appendix contains the equations for tiquid and vapour tansport properties of Rl2
which a¡e based on the sahrated temperattre ("C) of refrigerant.
il
// Transport properties of Rl2
// Program name: Rl2.cpp
//Authorname: EdwinAu




{ ttstart liquid_conductivþ: fr¡nction to determine the thermal













// liquid density (kg/m3)
// temperature in K
// liquidthermal conductivþ (WmK)
// temperature in K
)
double liquid_density(double T-s)
{ llstart liquid_densþ: function to determine the density of saturated
ll liquid
T:T s+273.15:'
Trm : pow((I.0-T/T_c), 1.0/3.0);




double liquid-entbalpy (double T-s)
{ //start liquid_enthalpy: function to determine the liquid enthalpy from
ll A.C.Cleland's equation.
double i_f;
1-f = 200000.GF923. 8 I 
+ T-s+O. 83 7 I 6* pow(T-s,2.0)+ 5 .37 72e-3 * pow(T-s,3.0) ;
return i_f;
double liquid_spec_heat(double T-s)







Trm : pow((l.O-T/Tc), 1.0/3.0);




t llstart liquid_viscosity: function to determine the dynamic viscosity







// liquid viscosity (Pa.s)
// temperature in K
)
T:T s+273.15;
mu_f : (pow(l0, A + BÆ + C*T + D*T*T))*le-3,
return mu_f;
double liquid_Prandtl(double T_s)











{ llstart saturated-pressure: function to determine the safi¡rated pressure
ll from A.C.Cleland's equation.
double P-s;
P-s : exp(20 -829 63 -Q033 -5 646 I (T 
-s+2a 




{ llstart surface-tension: function to determine the surface tension
ll of Rl2
double T c :385.0, llcritical temperature
sigma-c:5 6.52e-3; // critical surface tension
double T-r, // reduced temPerature
sigma; // st¡rface tension (N/m)
T_r : (T_s+273. I 5)/T_c;




{ llstart vapour-density:function to determine the density of saturated
il vapour
// satuated yapour specific volumedouble v_g,
rhov;
vj=exp((- I I . 5 8643 +2372.49 5 t (T 
-s+27 









{ ttstart vapour_enthalpy: fi¡nction to dete¡mine the vapour enthalpy
ll from A.C.Cleland's equation.
double i3;





{ ttstart vapour_viscosþ: function to determine the dynamic viscosity
ll of saturated vapour
// dynamic viscosity of vapour (Pa.s)
// comptession constant
// reduqjd temperature
double T_c = 385.0, ll ctittcaltemperature
P_c:4.18, ll cnttcal pressure
Z_c: 0.2834, // compressibility constant
M_w : 102.91; llmolecular weight
T_r: (T_s+273.15)Æ_c;
zetæ pow(T-c,( 1 .0/6.0))*pow(M-w,-O. 5)*pow(P-c,(-2.0/3.0));
mu-g: (þow((0. 5 I 24 * T-r-0. 05 I 7),0. 82) t pow(Z-c,-0. 8 I )/zet¿) * I e-6 ;
retum mu_g;








function to determine the enthaly of wet vapour of Rl34a
dryness fraction x
i_f : liquid_enthalpy(T_s) ;






double saturated-temperature(double P-s) -L--- c^






















































This appendix contains the equations for liquid and vapour 
transport properties of
Rl34a which are based on the saturated temperature 
('c) of refrigerant'
il
// Program n¿tme: Rl34a




// properties of Rl34a to be called as functions
/ This file is to be used with fr¡ntions'cpp
double saturated¡lressure(double T-s)
{ ll startsatwated-pressure: a function to find saturation 
pressure for a given
temperature
double P-s; // satu¡ation pressure




T-s : (-2200.9809/(1o9@ s) -2151297))-24651 ;
return T-s;
\ ll end sat-temPerature
double saturated-temperature(double P s) ----¿--^ r^- ^
























¡ç = pow((l .O-T/T-c), 1.0/3.0);
i-g = 195801.0+(702668'0*x )-
(1 0343 lõ0*pow(x,2.0))+(285478'0*pow(x'3'0));
retum r¡g;
) llend vaPour enthalPY
double liquid-enthalpy(double T-s)





double T-c = 374-15;
T = T_s +213.15;
x : pow((l.0-TÆ-c),1.0/3.0);











v-v : exp(-12.4539+(2669.0(273' I 5+T-s))*
(i .ò r ¡ sz+( t.ool loe-z*T-s)-(9'2532e-6*pow(T-s'2'0))















T_r, // reduced temperature
bt; lltocal constant
T_r : (T_s+273. I 5Y (T _c+273. I 5);
btr: 1.0 - T_r;
rho =ho-c + Dl*pow(bt,(I.0/3.0)) 





{ llstart vapour_viscosity: function to determine the dynamic viscosity"of
saturated vapour
double hu--g, ll dynanic viscosþ of vapour
ze@ // compression constant
T_r; // reduced temperature










double M_w :102.03; // molecular weight
T_r : (T_s+273. I 5)l (T _c+273. I 5);















a = -5 .82061 +(73 8.606(T_s + 27 3 .l 5)) + (0. 0 I 3 8 54* (T_s + 27 3.1 5))'
(0.1 64426e-4 + pow((T-s + 27 3 .l 5),2.0));




{ tlstart surzue_tension: function to determine the sr¡rface tension of freon
double sigma;
double T c: 101.15,
sigma_c : 60.8e-3;
ll cnttcaltemperature
ll critical swface tension
)
double T-r; // reduced temPerature
T_r : (T _s+27 3 .l 5)l (T _c+27 3. I 5);
sigma : sigma-c*pow((1 .0 - T-r),1.260);
return sigma;
//end surface tension
double press slope(double T .s)
{ llstart press_slope: function to determine the slope of saturation pressure vs
temperature curve at T-s
double dpdt;
dpdt : (2200.9809 I pow((246.6 1 +T-s),2.0)) *






t ttrt-t1iq.tia_"onductivity: function to determine the thermal conductivity of the







// liquid Rl43a thermal conductivity
// used in polynomial fit
double T_c: 101.15; il ctitical temperattre
y : po\'(I .0-(T-s+273. I 5/(T-c+273. I 5)), I .0/3.0);
k_f : A + B+y + C*pow(y,2.0) + D*pow(y,3.0);
return k_f;
I I end liquid-conductivity
double liquid spec-heat(double T-s)






// specific heat capacity of liquid
T:T s+273.15;
T c:374.L5;
x : pow((l .O-TÆ_c), I .0/3.0);
Cp : 5 629.0 - 1 6602. 0 * x + 2212|0 *pow(x,2. 0)- I 045 3.Q*pow(x,3' 0);
return Cp;
) llend liquid spec_heat
double liquid_Prandtl(double T-s)
{ llstart tiquia_frandtl: function to determine the Prandtl number of the liquid
double Pr_f, // Prandtl number of liquid
t44
// specifrc heat caPacitY of liqif










fi¡nction to determine the enthaly of wet 
vapour of R134a
\ llend wet-enthalPY
double mixed-volume(double T s' double x)
{ llstart mixed-volume







v-fg = (1/rho)*(1 - x) + (l/rhov) 
* x;
retuili v-fg;
// specific volume of liquid









T = T s+273.15;




























This appendix contains the equations for thermal 
properties of air which a¡e based on
the æmPerature ('C)'
// Thermat ProPerties of air




















double k-air, // thermal conductivity





























{ *ine the 
air sPecific
















B[2][3]: -1.99063E-l I ;











double air-Prandtl(double T-a) tl nrunber for a giveni lt staÃair-Prandtl: function to determine dry air Prandl
It a given temPerature
double Pr-air; // Prandtl number




{ ll sl"artair-enthaply: function to determine dry 















T =273.15 + T_a;
rho-air-P-a/Q87.0552+T);
return rho-air;
)
// program end
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